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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Rationale.-- Language is used as an instrument of thought and com
munication, which serves as a means of controlling the action of others,
and as a means or device for uniting the members of a particular group.
The origin of language is said to be pre-human, but language in the
human being develops as any other human function. There are five develop
mental stages of language. The first stage, which begins with screaming,
is the birth cry or a reflex activity. Babbling is the second stagej it
is the most important stage in language development since it provides
practice in the use of speech mechanism and it is possible that all of the
sounds which are necessary are learned during this time. The third stage
is sound imitation, characterized by repitition of the same sounds over
and over again. The fourth stage is verbal understanding which is explained
in the principle of conditioned responses. The fifth stage is verbal
utterance or the use of an active vocabulary which is influenced by social
speech patterns that are set forth by the members of his environment or
his group. The child learns at an early age to use language, and he uses
it to influence or control the feelings and actions of others.
Watts says that language is a body of sounds and meanings that is held
in common by the members of a linguistic group. It is a social matter
which each individual must accept as he finds it. Language is pre-human
as has been stated, but the sounds or expressions of communication were
only meaningful to animals of the same group. Historically, it has been
theorized that languages developed according to groups. For example, in
in Ihgland prior to the legal adoption of the Anglo-Saxon dialect as the
national language, the Anglo-Saxon dialect was used by the serfs, Latin
was used by the churchmen, and French was used by the literary writers,
i&igland adopted the Anglo-Saxon dialect as the national language in 1362,
after which grammarians began to study and systematize the language. By
this process of study and systemization, the group arrived at a plan for
studying and teaching the language which was far removed from the group's
actual experience in the development of that language and far from the
developmental basis of the indivisual. This seems to have been the pattern
for all national groups in the development of language.
The child in his development of language takes on the pattern of the
family group and then the neighborhood groups of which he is a part, but
families differ and the groups outside the family to which a child will
be admitted tend to be set by the status of the family group in the larger
community. Thus, within any modern community, one finds variations in
language patterns which seem to be parallel to or closely related to the
existing groups. However, the plan by which the young is to be taught
language in schools does not take into consideration these variations in
the language pattern of those who attend the school. Neither does the
plan seem to recognize the social nature of the language. Language, then,
becomes abstract rather than functional. If students come from homes
where the language differs widely from the school language, teachers cannot
impose the school language upon them. Language differs by groups according
to locality, occupation, and social class. Language differs from group to
group, regardless to nature of group as to size.
We teach language as if there were only one group. Every person
belongs to many groups, but while he belongs to many groups, he is more
strongly orientated toward one of these groups than to the others. From
time to time, one's orientation to a group may change.
The problem then for the teacher is to determine the relative influence
of membership in these different groups upon the formal teaching of language.
The group which the students are more strongly orientated at a particular
time tends to set for that period of time the language pattern of the
individual. These facts give rise to several important questionst What
things are factors of the group? What things which are part of the group
situation affect the language pattern of the members of the group? What
factors tend to influence most the language of the group?
Statement of the Problem.— The problem involved in this study was
two-folds (1) to determine the relationship, if any, between social factors
and language usage of the twelfth grade pupils of Fairmont High School,
Griffin, Georgia, and (2) to formulate or arrive at an overall pattern for
each subject studied by developing case studies.
Limitations of the Study.— The limitations of this study are:
1. The group was small and included members of the senior class of
one high school; therefore, the generalizations must be limited
to the nature of the group studied.
2. The findings are limited by the validity which the instruments had
for this group.
3. Case studies are limited data yielded by the data-gathering devices
used in this study.
Definition of Terms.— The following terms are defined with reference
to this study:
1. Social Factors.— The term social factors in this study refer
to the following: (1) occupation of head of the household, (2) the source
of income of the head of the household, (3) house-type, and fa.) the educa
tion of the head of the hosehold and as measured by the Warner, Meeker,
and lells1 I.S.C scale, modified form.
2. Language Usage.— The term language usage in this study refers to
that usage which measures the student's ability to recognize and apply the
basic rules of English composition at the high school and college levels.
These basic rules are defined as those most frequently violated.
Subjects and Types of Materials Involved.— The subjects involved in
this study were the twelfth grade students of the Fairmont High School of
Griffin, Georgia. They ranged in age from seventeen to twenty-one. There
were seventeen girls and ten boys*
The materials used included the Rinsland-Beck Test of Siglish Usage -
Form A} the Warner, Meeker, and lells Index of Status Characteristicsj the
Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Test-Gamma Test - Form AMj the California
Test of Personality, Secondary Series, Form AA; the Mooney Problem Check
List, High School Form; the cumulative record cards and an outline for
autobiographies, which was planned by the writer.
A copy of each of the instruments listed above is included in Appendix
B. The raw scores of these tests and the I.Q.'s, as derived from the Otis
Quick Scoring Tests of Mental Ability, will be found in Appendix A.
The place of the survey was the Fairmont High School of Griffin, Georgia
and the period of study was during the second semester of the school
Henry D. Binsland, et. al., "Test of English Usage," California Test
Bureau Manual (California, 1950), p. 2.
year 1953-54.
The Case Study and the descriptive methods of research were used,
employing standardized tests, interviews, inventory and statistical
techniques.
Purpose of Study.— The purpose of this study was to answer the
following questions*
1. What is the intelligence status of the group?
2. What is the language status of the subjects as indicated by the
total score and by the scores on the components of the Rinsland-
Beck Test of English Usage?
3. What is the social status of the subjects as revealed by Warner,
Meeker and Eells I.S.C.?
4.. What is the relationship, if any, between language usage and social
status of the subjects?
5. What is the pattern of personality organiisation of these subjects
as described by the components of
Procedure,— The purposes of this study were achieved through the
following stepss
1. The Index of Social Characteristics, revised by Dr. Mozell Hill
of Atlanta University with reference to the Negro, was administered to
determine the subjects' social status. The factors used on this instrument
weres occupation, source of income, education and housetype.
The questionnaire was checked for the twenty-seven subjects during
the week of March 6, 1954, by the writer on individual basis. Each
subject was interviewed privately. Results of the socio-economic status
and ©f tfee relationship of these factors to language usage are reported
in Chapter III of this study.
2. The Rinsland-Beck Test of English Usage was used to determine the
language status of the subjects. It was used because of its validity and
reliability.
The test was administered to the twenty-seven subjects on March 31,
1954.. The language status of the subjects was found. The results of the
relationship between language usage and social status are given in
Chapter III.
3. The Otis Quick-Scoring Test of Mental Maturity, Gamma Test, Form AM
was used to measure the intelligence of the subjects because of its vali
dity and general acceptance by authorities, ease of administration, and
significant correlation with other nationally known tests of the same type.
The test was administered on March 11, 1954., for the purpose of
obtaining the intelligence status of the subjects. These data were used
for description of the subjects. The results from this test are given in
Appendix A and in the case studies.
4.. In order to get reliable information about the subjects' emotional,
intellectual, and behavioral adjustments, the California Test of Personality,
Secondary Series, Form A was used. This instrument consists of 180 ques
tions about the subjects1 feelings, habits, opinions, and experiences.
Half of the questions refer to the subjects' personal adjustment, which
include self-reliance, sense of personal worth, sense of personal freedom,
feeling of belonging, freedom from withdrawing tendencies, and freedom
from nervous symptoms} half of the questions refer to the subjects' social
adjustment, which include family, school and community relationships. This
test was used because of its general acceptance, ease of administration,
and high degree of validity and reliability.
This instrument was administered on March 16, 1954. Results of the
personal and social adjustment and the total adjustment of each subject
are found in tables in Appendix A and in the case studies found in
Chapter IV.
5. The Mooney Problem Check List, Form H, was used to catalogue the
subjects1 personal problems. The writer used this instrument which had
been administered in September, 1953, by the principal of the school. These
check lists were found in the cumulative record folders in the files at
the Fairmont High School, Griffin, Georgia. The data derived from the
check list were used in case studies.
Cumulative record cards of these subjects were examined to help the
writer get a picture of each subject. A composite table showing the
grades or school marks for all of the twenty-seven subjects for ninth, tenth,
eleventh, and twelfth grades is found in Chapter IV of this study and in
the case studies.
6. An outline for the subjects' autobiographies was devised by the
writer and a copy of this outline is found in Appendix B of this study.
Exeerpts from the autobiographies are included in the case studies in
Chapter IV.
Locus of the Study.— Griffin, Georgia, the county seat of Spalding,
is located 38 miles south of Atlanta and it is centrally located in the
state of Georgia. It is on a plateau 980 feet above sea level. The
Eastside of the city has a natural drainage down to the Ocmulgee River into
^Griffin Chamber of Commerce, Griffin, Spalding County, Georgia, 1950.
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the Atlantic Ocean. The Westside has a natural drainage down to the
Flint River which empties into the Gulf of Mexico. This natural drainage
together with the altitude contributes to the healthful climate. It is
a clean and alert manufacturing city in the midst of productive farming
region. The city is chiefly industrial; whereas the county is agricul
tural. Griffin has 25 mills - mainly textile mills - with an average
yearly payroll of over 14. million dollars. Some of the largest mills are*
Dundee Mill, the second largest producers of towels in the world; Pomona
Products Company, which is the largest canner of pimento peppers in the
world; the Crompton Mills, maker of velveteen and corduroy; and the
Griffin Hosiery Mills, makers of the nationally famous Dovedown Hose.
Spalding County has fertile soil and the topography is gently rolling, which
makes it suitable for many kinds of crops and livestock. The leading
crops include pimento peppers, peaches, vegetables, small grain and
lespedeza seed*
Nfegroes form about 35 per cent of the total population which is
around 35,000 for Griffin and Spalding County.
Griffin is located on two Class A Railroads, the Central of Georgia
and the Southern Railroad. In addition to railroad facilities extending
in four directions, Griffin is located on two Federal Highways, U. S. 41
and U. S. 19; also three state highways. Five trucking lines operate
out of Griffin which handle interstate commerce. The National Trailways
and the Southeastern Greyhound Bus Lines also operate main line service
through Griffin.
There is a combined city-county Health Department which consists of
a full-time health physician, a sanitary engineer four public nurses and
two clinics. Besides these health disease services, a dental, pre-natal
and well-baby clinic are furnished. This department also serves for
isolation and quarantining for communicable diseases and supervises dairy
and food establishments.
Negroes represent six denominations of which the largest congregations
are Methodist and Baptist. These six denominationa have about twelve churches.
During the past seven years, after making a thorough study of the
future school population, the Griffin Board of Education, which is now
the Griffin-Spalding Board of Education, has completed a building program
which meets the crucial needs for standardized buildings for both white and
Negro children. The majority of the school buildings are new or have been
remodeled, reconditioned and expanded. There are ten schools operating
in Griffin and Spalding County for Negroes. Of these ten schools, nine are
elementary schools comprising grades one through six and a junior high
school, which comprises seventh and eighth grades connected with the high
school proper that consists of ninth, tenth, eleventh and twelfth grades.
The Griffin-Spalding School System has a high scholastic standing in the
State. Bus service is furnished all county students. Activities are
arranged so that they afford a variety of educational, intellectual, and
healthful interests for the students and the community.
The Negro park, Head Park, consists of forty-six acres with an outdoor
swimming pool and bath house, an open air dance pavilion and beautiful
natural picnie grounds and play space for children. The City and Red
Cross also provide an excellent swimming and water safety program for the
Negro youth. During the summer there are four white and two Negro play
grounds open under supervision of trained directors. Staff specialists
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and volunteers furnish leadership in the Fine Arts for these playgrounds.
The children of every neighborhood playground are taken one day of each
summer week to the Municipal Park for a free morning swim in the pool and
a picnic or cook-out. Games, hikes, and free play are also enjoyed by
the younger children on these park days.
Griffin has a daily newspaper with A.P., U.P., AND I.N.S. wire
services? and N.E.A. Picture Service and one weekly paper. There are
two radio stations and 6,627 telephones.
Hence, come the subjects of which this study was made.
CHAPTER II
BELATED LITERATURE
Introductory Statement.— A survey of the literature related and perti
nent to this study indicated that there is a vast amount of material con
cerning the social and psychological aspects of language. The literature
for this study is categorized for discussion purposes under the following
areas* (1) the social aspects of language; (2) social factors with refer
ence to the levels of socio-economic status; (3) intelligence; U) per
sonality with reference to personal, social and total adjustment; (5) case
studies; and, (6) autobiographies.
The Social Aspects of Language.— Language is social and if language
is dealt with apart from the social situations in which it is used, then
language is not functional. Language, to most of us, is a sign or mark
of social status. Language is a set of human habits and it changes as
things change. The child is the language result or product of the home and
the speech is largely influenced by parents, grandparents or those with
whom he lives. Too, language is influenced by the associates that he is
around.
Fries has expressed this relationship between language and the practical
world as followss
Our language is an essential part of our experience; it gets
all its meaning from our experience, and it is in turn our tool to
grasp and recognize experience. Every language is thus inextri
cably bound up with the whole life experience of the native users
of that language. The linguistic forms of my language "mean" the
situations in which I use them. For me to be thoroughly understood,
therefore, the hearer must in some way grasp completely the
11
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"situations" in which I use them.
2
Hayakawa says language is social. Reading or listening, writing or
talking, we are constantly involved in the processes of social interaction
made possible by language. Sometimes, as we have seen, the result of that
social interaction is the sharing of knowledge, the enrichment of sympa
thies and insight, and the establishing of human co-operation. But at
other times, the social interaction does not come out so well* every
exchange of remarks, as between two drunks at a bar or between two hostile
delegates at the United Nations Security Council, leads progressively to
the conviction on the part of each that it is impossible to co-operate
with the other.
3
Klineberg states that it is hardly possible to overestimate the part
played by language in the development and control of social behavior. It
represents what is specifically human in social life. It is an instrument
of thought and communication. It serves as a cohesive force uniting human
groups and setting them apart from others; as Sapir points out, the fact
of common speech is an index of the social solidarity of a group.
4
Fries wrote that there are social or class differences in language
practice. Despite the fact that America in its national life has struggled
to express its belief in the essential equality of human beings and to free
Charles C. Fries, Teaching and Learning English As A Foreign Lan
guage (Ann Arbor, 1947), p. 57.
2
S. I. Hayakawa, Language In Thought And Action (New York, 1949),
p. 306.
3
Otto Klineberg, Social Psychology (New York, 194-6), p. 49.
4
Charles C. Fries, American English Grammar (Ann Arbor, 1947), p. 48«
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the paths of opportunity from arbitrary and artificial restraints, there
still do exist some clear differences between the practices and habits
of various social groups. It is, of course, practically impossible to
mark the limits of any social class in this country. It is even extremely
difficult to describe the special characteristics of any such class because
of the comparative ease with which one passes from one social group to
another, especially in youth, and the consequent mixture of group habits
among those so moving. Our public schools, our churches, our community
welfare work, our political life, all furnish rather frequent occasions for
social class mixture. All that can be done in respect to such a descrip
tion is to indicate certain facts which seem generally true for the care
of any social group, realizing that these same facts may also be true
separately of many who have connections with other groups. There are, for
example, those who habitually wear formal dress clothes in the evening and
those who never wear them. Many of the former frequent opera and concerts
of the best music| many of the latter find their entertainment solely in
the movies. The families of the wealthy, especially those whose wealth
has continued for several generations, ordinarily mix but little with the
families of unskilled laborers; and the families of college professors
even in a small city have usually very little social life in common with
the families of policemen and firemen.
1
Fries further states that just as the general social habits of such
separated social groups naturally show marked differences, so their lan
guage practices inevitably vary. Me must, therefore, recognize the fact
1
Charles C. Fries, American English Grammar, p. 49.
u
that there are separate social or class groups even in American communities
and that these groups differ from one to another in many social practices
including their language habits.
1
Strickland found that studies carried on at the preschool level indi
cate a relationship between the socio-economic status of the home and the
language children develop in the home. Children whose socio-economic
status is higher tend to use larger vocabulary, to ask more questions, and
to use more remarks involving adapted information. Living in a superior
environment appears to give these children additional advantage, though
the difference may be partly one of intelligence. Children of higher socio-
economic status tend to rate higher in intelligence than children of lower
status. They also tend to have the advantage of parents of a higher level
of education and to hear a larger vocabulary in daily use. Also, the
child in the home of higher status is provided with books, play materials
and enriching experiences, in most instances, which facilitate the develop
ment of language.
Strickland made the following observations
Grammatical usage problems have to be considered in the
language program of most communities. The primary school child
mirrors the language usage of his home and community. The usage
is acceptable to him because the people who use it are acceptable
to him. He has no standards other than those of the culture in
which he lives. Usage which deviates from that of his culture
milieu may sound strange and different to him if he has a keen ear
for language, but it does not sound better or correct; he may
even think it queer or amusing.2
Buth G. Strickland, The Language Arts In The Elementary School




Again she says that:
A language, it has been said, is merely a ©et of commonly
accented practices and it is successful only in so far as hearers
understand writers. A language is commonly used for two main
purposes: first, for communication, which employs language to
convey thoughts and emotions from one human being to another;
and second, to appeal to the emotions of people and to make impres
sions of one sort or another as in the case of public speaking, '
journalistic writing, advertising, and various forms of creative
writing. Usage is concerned with what people actually do, with
those accepted practices which make understanding possible between
hearers and speakers and between reading and writing.1
2
Bloomfield wrote that the most important differences of speech within
i. community are due to differences in density of communication. The infant
1.earns to speak like the people round him, but we must not picture this
Learning as coming to any particular end: there is no hour or day when we
(an say that a person has finished learning to speak, but, rather to the
«md of his life, the speaker keeps on doing the very things which make up
infantile language-learning.
In September 1950, an article was published in The Eaglish Journal
Entitled "The Language Belongs to Them" by Aileen T. Kitchin. She states
;he following:
The three processes that we have considered - the way in
which the language functions in the world around us, the way in
which we learn our language and its operating processes, and the
way in which we learn to evaluate the variant forms that occur -
have been studied with diligence in the last hundred years by
linguistic scientists in other fields. What we know today about
these processes is the result of their years of inspired research.
Day by day, year by year, more information is available for the
direction of our classroom teaching.
Ruth G. Strickland, og. cit., p. 21.
Arthur Bloomfield, "Let The Grammar Grow," Inglish Journal, XLIII
[March, 1954), 474.
3Aileen T. Kit
fork, 1953), p. 58.
■a
chin, Personality in Mature. Society, and Culture (New
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Strickland wrotes
The language a child has learned from parents and others he
loves and respects, and that serves his communication needs in
his home life, is intimately interwoven with his sense of security.
If the language used by the teacher and her methods of communicating
at school are sufficiently similar to those of the home he tends to
find little difficulty in accepting her and broadening his feeling
of security so that it includes the teacher and the school. If the
language used and approved at school differs markedly in quality of
usage or is actually a different language from the one the child has
learned at home, he finds it very difficult to feel relaxed, secure,
and happy in his new school environment.1
Crosby made the observation that language is a vehicle for communica
tion, for thinking, and for the control of behavior, has its roots deeply
buried in the life of the community of which the child is a part. The
present emphasis upon the language arts as processes in the child's develop
ment needs to be balanced with an emphasis upon the content within which
the processes operate, and it is within the area of content especially,
that the community Influences language growth.
Fries wrote that since ninety-five per cent of all children and
teachers come from homes or communities where incorrect English is used,
nearly everyone has before him the long, hard task of overcoming habits
set up in early life before he studied language and grammar in school.
Such people are exposed to the ridicule of those who notice the error, and
the only way in which they can cure themselves is by external vigilance
and the study of grammar.
1
Ruth G. Strickland, ojd. cit., p. 89.
2
Moriel Crosby, "Community Influences," Factors That Influence Lan-
guage Growth, prepared by a Committee of the National Conference on
Research in English, (1952-53), p. 33.
Charles C. Fries, American English Grammar, p. 52.
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Brady concluded the following:
Why should we be concerned about these children in a volume
dealing with mental health? First, because school follows a
pattern of standards, behaviors, and expectations different from
those which the majority of children have learned. Each child
who comes to public school brings with him a unique view of
himself and of the world. He has strong feelings and attitudes;
he has definite values and purposes. Because ours is a multi-
group society each child differs from every other child in these
feelings and attitudes. Each has learned something different from
his particular background, from his family, his neighborhood,
his community, and from the children with whom he plays.1
Florence Chisholra Bowles wrote:
To be successful in teaching Inglish grammar, the teacher must
squarely face the reality that his pupils do hear and do read
English outside the classroom, that they hear it and read it in
environments which to them are far more challenging than the
rarefied, controlled surroundings of the school. Of these out
side environments, there is, first, the home with all its vital
basic and human experiences. There are the streets and the play
grounds, where the life of play is second in emotional impact only
to the home. There are far moments of recreational reading, the
many comic strips in newspapers and booklets. There are far recreational
listening, phonograph records and radio and television comedy and
adventure programs, many of which, for comic effects, lean heavily
on grammatical errors.2
3
According to LaBrant there should be frank discussion about levels of
tage, and an emphasis placed not on Tightness and wrongness, but on the
teed of everyone to be able to use standard usage which admits him to the
>ger group of educated, literate adults.
Further she says*
If we are to teach language, we should be aware of the
1
""Elizabeth Hall Brady, "Children Bring Their Families To School."
Tne School Review (Journal of Secondary Education, 1952), p. 31*
2
Florence Chisholm Bowles, "Helping Students Learn Better English
linage," The School Review (Journal of Secondary Education, 1952), p. 4-87.
Lou LaBrant, We Teach English (Ntew York, 194-7), p. 21.
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purposes it serves in the lives of our students. Sometimes
they are in conflict just as clothing for warmth may not serve
the end of beauty of line. Slang, password in some groups of
youth, may offend the elders; meticulous choice of words may
lead to criticism by one's social peers. A basic need for us who
teach is to examine our major uses of language. Later we may have
to decide which of these to further and which, if any, to ignore
or discourage.1
2
Strickland contends that sensibly handled sociometric studies reveal
a child's place in the social group and the acceptability of his behavior
to other children. This knowledge, to be of value, must be followed by
intensive study of the child's behavior to learn what attracts or repels
other children and why they respond as they do. All behavior which a
child manifests is caused by experience and attitudes which operate in the
life of that child. One child may be silent and withdrawn because he has
had little experience with children and is so sheltered and dominated by
his mother that he has no techniques for participating with other children
in play or work experiences. Another child may be unacceptable to other
children because his experience has caused him to use language aggressively
and unpleasantly in order to gain his way or to hold his own with other
people. Perhaps a speech defect, poor or different clothing, a foreign
accent, or different home standards and demands cause him to be isolated
from the group. Not until the teacher is fairly clear as to the cause
of the child's problems can she give him the guidance and help he needs.
Hook says that the English teacher shares with all other teachers -
1
Lou LaBrant, op,, cit., p. 22.
2
Ruth Strickland, og. cit., p. 63.
J. N. Hook, The Teaching of English (New York, 1950), p. 26.
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and with the church and the home - the responsibility of developing in
his students an ethical character. Through helping his classes to appre
ciate literature and through training them in writing and speaking, the
English teacher may help keep society's hope replenished.
1
Cross and Carney state that English is being looked upon as a tool
to use in oral and written expression, and the trend is toward a unified
English program without a separation between literature and composition.
The high schools have accepted the social aim and, even if slowly, are
gradually working toward ends which aid useful living.
2
Pooley , too, says that the teaching of English usage is still further
confused by the conflict between the traditional rules and the modern
science of linguistics, which is giving us entirely new concepts of lan
guage and its functions. Linguistics teaches us to look at language from
the viewpoints of history, psychology and sociology, and to understand and
interpret modern usage in the light of these factors rather than upon a
set of traditional authorities*
3
Fries arrived at this conclusion relative to the school - the schools
have assumed the job or burden of training every student, no matter what
his original social background and native speech might be. He further
stated that many believe that the schools have assumed a task of impossi
bility.
1
E. A. Cross and Elizabeth Carney, Teaching English In High Schools
blew York, 1950), p. 50.
! 2
Robert C. Pooley, Teaching English Usage (New York, 1946), p. 29.
3
Charles C. Fries, American English Grammar, p. 4-9.
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Social Factors With Reference to the Levels of Socio-Economic Status.—
One of the writer's purposes of this study was to determine the relation
ship, if any, between social factors and language usage. Therefore, signi
ficant and relative statements were examined by authorities in this area.
Cole wrotes "The highest level of social adjustment consists in an under-
1
standing of and adjustment to other people." In addition to that, she
stated that* "Social growth can be measured, although the scales are not
as adequately standardized as tests of other phases of development."
In one of the most comprehensive studies that has been made on the
social relationship of members of a modern American community, Warner and
co-workers found that more social classes could be distinguished than
most people are aware of.
The Index of Status Characteristics (I.S.C.) is an instrument which
measures the socio-economic levels of the community and which makes it
possible for the analyst to say what is meant in socio-economic terms by
class concepts such as upper, middle, or lower class and what is meant in
terms of social class.
Warner records thatt
The Index gtatus of Characteristics as a measurement of
social class is posed on two propositions: that economic and
other prestige factors are highly important and closely corre
lated with social class; ... this method is designed to provide
an objective method for establishing the social level of everyone
in the community and to do so by simple, inexpensive means.*
Luella Cole and John J. B. Morgan, Psychology of Childhood and
adolescence (New York, 1947), p. 204.
2
Ibid.





Most of the studies of social class and social mobility
in America have not been done on a countrywide basis but as part
of researches on towns and cities in the several regions of the
country. The study of social class in our communities rather than
generally is due to several factors! belonging to certain status
levels is a function of living for a given length of time in one
community and no other; social class is partly organized within
each community; it sometimes varies from town to town; and the
detailed studies necessary for understanding status behavior are
not possible in investigations of larger areas.
2
Warner says that our scientific literature is filled with thousands
of references to the relation of income and prestige in occupation and
social position. Much of the enormous amount of materials on this subject
or topic is caused by the real importance of the economic factor and part
to the income classification. Yet, he says that economic causation suffers
from too much emphasis.
3
Dollard made a detailed analysis or study of the behavior of Negroes
in a social environment of color-caste and social class.
4
Hill made a study of status in certain all-Negro communities in
Oklahoma.
Davis lists three main divisions of classes as lower, middle, and
upper. He subdivides the lower-class into the lower-lower and upper-lower,
the middle class into the lower-middle class and upper middle, and the




John Dollard, Caste and Class in a Southern Town... (New Haven, 1937),
). 12.
^Mozell Hill, MThe All-Negro Society in Oklahoma." Ph.D. Disserta-
ion (University of Chicago, 1936).
5Allison Davis, Social Class Influence Upon Learning (Cambridge,
1949), p. 42.
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upper class into the lower-upper and upper-upper classes.
1
Havighurst and Taba state that social class is determined by
(1) occupation, (2) amount of income, (3) source of income, (4) house type,
(5) area of town lived in, (6) education, and (7) ethnic group.
2
Davis wrote:
Just as soon as the teacher understands anything about the
child or adolescent as a member of his family or play group,
as a learning organism in a particular environment, the
teacher begins to see the pupils1 behavior in an entirely new
light.
Newcomb records the following about social classes!
In the most highly developed, organized, and complicated
human social communities - those evolved by civilized man -
these various socially functional classes or sub-groups of
individuals to which any individual belongs (and with the other
individual members of which he thus enters into a special set
of social relations) are two kinds. Some of them are concrete
social classes or sub-groups, such as political parties, clubs,
corporations, which are all actually functional units. The
others are abstract social classes or sub-groups, such as the
class of the debtors and the class of the creditors, in terms of
which their individual members are related to one another more
or less indirectly.3
Davis says thats
Social cliques and families are the basic units of a social
class. In his family and in his social clique, the child learns
his class-behavior and goals. A child's family can teach him
only that behavior and motivation which he knows, that is,
the culture of its own class; a social clique or higher status,
however, provides the child or adult with the necessary models
Robert J. Havighurst and Hilda Tabe, Adolescent Character.and
Personality (University of Chicago, 1949), p. 231.
2
Allison Davis, og. cit., p. 2£.
3
Theodore M. Newcomb, et al., Readings in Social Psychology (New
York, 1947), p. 188.
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for imitation of a culture which is ranked as "higher" or
"better."1
2
Davis further states that a child cannot learn his mores, social
drives, and values - his basic culture - from books. He can probably learn
a particular culture and a particular moral system only from those people
with whom he is most closely associated. Hence, he generalized by saying
"Our knowledge of social-class training is now sufficient to enable us to
3
say that no studies can generalize about the child."
4
Davis and Dollard wrote the following about man's cultures
... it became clear that the structure of men's bodies
is for all practical purposes the same everywhere; the differ
ence between groups is in their cultures, their social heritage.
Men behave differently as adults because their cultures are
different; they are born into different habitual ways of life,
and these must be followed because they have no choice.5
6
The same authors believe that in our society an individual is born
into a family which is a member of such a socially ranked group.
In light of the fact that the school has as her purpose to teach,
several writers have made suggestions concerning revising the curriculum
In order that the school might nearly meet the needs of the children. Among
these writers who make these relative statements is Morton who says that:
1











"It is becoming increasingly apparent that educational leaders must recon
struct the public school curriculum from a consideration of American life
1
as a whole."
He further says that:
The socio-economic approach to curriculum revision
emphasizes the relationship of life in the school to social
life and tends to make the school an active instrument in
guiding the evolution of society.2
3
Havighurst, Warner, and Loeb made these statements}
Teachers represent middle-class values and manners. In
playing this role, teachers do two things. They train or
seek to train children in middle-class manners and skills and
they select those children from the middle and lower classes
who appear to be the best candidates for promotion in social
hierarchy.
Intelligence.— Another area of literature, which was the writer's
interest was intelligence. Intelligence in this study was not used as a
related factor, but it was used for descriptive purposes.
Among those writers who talked about the unsoundness of intelligence
test was Allison Davis who wrote the following!
Intelligence tests are unsound. The defect is mainly in
the use of language which isolates or segregates children
from underprivileged families. Tests on essentially the same
problems phrased in colloquial language showed that priviledged
and underprivileged children differ little, if at all, in
intelligence.4-





Robert J. Havighurst, et al., "The Social Role of the Teacher,"
School Review (January, 1950), p. 418.
A
Allison Davis, og. cit., p. 88.
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He further states: "It is socially dangerous, as well as unjust,
because we shall need more high intelligences than the upper classes can
1
produce.
Davis wrote the following about intelligence testi
The present intelligence test offer one of many instances,
to be found in the public schools, of the arbitrary restriction
of the goals of the pupils1 learning to a very narrow range of
activities. The people who devise and teach the curricula of
the public schools are nearly all middle class.... like any
particular culture, that of the middle class emphasizes a rather
narrow range of mental abilities and problems.2
3
Davis concludes by saying that the academic function of the school is
to help the child learn how to solve a wide range of mental problems.
U
Klineberg states that many investigators agree that in their demon
stration that occupational groups differ markedly from one another in their
mental tests performances.
5
Skinner wrote that while intelligence tests are by no means the only
approach to the study of mental development, it cannot be denied that
test results provide our greatest body of evidence on the subject.
Hurlock says the following about intelligence:
Average intelligence makes it possible for a child to
adjust with reasonable success to his environment, provided
that other conditions are favorable. But, even though other
conditions may be favorable, very low or very high intelligence
1






Otto Klineberg, Social Psychology (New York, 1946), P» 361.
5
Charles S. Skinner, Educational Psychology (New York, 194-5), p. 379.
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1
frequently proved to be a disadvantage in social adjustment.
Continuing the same writer wrote*
A child whose intelligence is definitely below that of
other children of the sage age in school or in the neighborhood
group soon finds himself an outsider. He cannot keep up to
standard set by others, either in academic work or in extra-
curricula activities.2
She further stated that: "A very high level intelligence likewise




Judd believes that when a child cannot meet the requirements found
to be normal for his age, he is classified as being dull; whan a child
meets the requirements beyond those of which he is expected, he is classi
fied as being bright.
The following is a classification of intelligence according to Terman:
... individuals attaining I.Q.'s below 70 are designated
as mentally defective, those between 80 and 90 as dull-normal,
those between 90 and 110 as average, and so on.*
6
Pinter et al., wrote the following*
No one believes that the actual score or I.Q. obtained by
a child on any intelligence test is due wholly to heredity
in the sense that it could not be changed by environmental forces
working upon the child. The score or I.Q. is a measure of his
present ability to respond to certain situations; in a sense it
is a measure of what he has learned in a given environment. We
do this by comparing his score with the scores of other children





Charles H. Judd, Educational Psychology (Cambridge, 1939), p. 444»
David Wechsler, The Measurement of Adult Intelligence
^Rudolph Pinter, et al., An Outline of Educational Psychology.(New York,
19U), P. 17.
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who have a common background. We can change any child's score on
any intelligence test by repeated practice on the test material
or by teaching him similar material. We can only make it
impossible for us to assess his intelligence in terms of the
standard norms; we cannot compare him with other similar children;
we have removed the common basis for comparison.
The same writers further stated that:
The most important studies attempting to measure the influence
of general home background on the Binet mental rating have been
those of Freeman, et al., and Burks. Both of these workers
agree that young children removed from a poor environment and
placed in a good environment show an increase in Binet mental
rating. They disagree as to how great a change in I.Q. can be
effected. Their studies clearly show that the shift in environ
ment must be a large one (from very poor to very good), and that
such a shift must be made at a very early age....1
Personality.— Another area of interest in surveying the literature was
personality. The literature is related to personal, social and total
adjustment. Thorpe made the following commentst
There is a modern way of viewing personality that makes
it definite and very real to students and teachers.... One
judges a person's personality in terms of ability to get that
along well with people and to make favorable impressions upon
them. It is known as the social skill concept. It describes
personality in terms of sincerity and intelligence in dealing
with people in all types of social relations. It also stresses
the importance of being free from nervous symptoms and intro-
vertive or anti-social tendencies.2
Several writers have given many definitions for the term personality,
but the writer chose this definition to cite, since this seemed to be the
3
most applicable. Kluckholm wrotei "Personality is the continuity of
1
Rudolph Pinter, et al., op,, eit., p. 18.
2
Louis P. Thorpe, Appraising Personality and Social Adjustment
(California Test Bureau Educational Bulletin, No. 11, 194-5), p. 1«
3
Clyde Kluckholm, et. al., Personality In Nature. Society, and
Culture (New York, 1953), p. 49.
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functional forms manifested through sequences of organized regnant pro
cesses and overt behaviors from birth to death." Continuing he wrote that
the functions of personality are:
To allow for the periodic regeneration of energies by
sleep; to exercise its processes? to express its feelings
and valuations; to reduce successive need tensions; to
design serial programs for the attainments of distant goals;
to reduce conflicts between needs by following schedules which
result in an harmonious way of life; to rid itself of certain
persistent tensions by restricting the number and lowering the
levels of goals to be attained; and, finally to reduce conflicts
between personal disposition and social sanction, between the
vagaries of anti-social impulses and the dictates of the
superego by successive compromise formations, the trend of which
is towards a wholehearted emotional identification with both the
conserving and creative forces of society.!
The same authors commented further:
The personality of an individual is the product of inherited
disposition and environmental experiences. These experiences occur
within the field of his physical, biological, and social environ
ment, all of which are modified by the culture of his group.2
3
Anastagi wrote that increasing stress is being laid upon the influence
of environmental conditions in determining or modifying the individual's
characteristics•
Anastasi recorded the following:
Definite personality exist between adult men and women in
our society is clearly apparent from everyday observation. In
many and emotional and social characteristics, this differen
tiation is noticeable from an early age. An important aspect
development includes interests, preferences, ideals, attitudes,
and personal sense of valuesA
1









Asch wrote the following:
Recently psychologists have become increasingly concerned
to understand the interplay between the ways in which people
conduct themselves in social situations and their qualities as
persons. A major assumption has gained ground that social
sentiments have a predominantly personal function, in the sense
that they are a displaced expression of the individual's needs
and tensions in his private relations. This mode of thinking
takes the personal-emotional tendencies as the fixed starting
point, the independent variable and derives the social orienta
tion from them.2
3
Newcomb, et al., observed that the manner in which concepts of appro
priate socialization and of personality goals vary according to the status
of a given group in the local community. The child and adolescent in our
society are socialized within a series of personal relationships charac
terized by rank.
Havighurst and Tabe made a study of adolescent youth in a midwestern
town which was fictiously named Prairie City. These authors described
and measured character, personality, and social environments, and the
relationships between them. They wrote the following:
The boy or girl who enjoys a good reputation in the community
is often described as 'better adjusted', both to himself and to
society, than the boy or girl of unfavorable reputation. This
may mean several things: the well-adjusted individual behaves in
accordance with the expectations of responsible people; his goals
and aspirations are likely to be socially approved, and the means
and techniques he employs to secure them are not likely to lead
him into unexpected trouble? he is not likely to feel disliked,
avoided, or ridiculed and hence not likely to feel inferior or
worried over becoming a social misfit or outcast. All these are
Solomon E. Asch, Social Psychology (New York, 1952), p. 593.
2
Theodore M. Newcomb, Readings in_ Social Psychology (New York,
194-7), p. 483.
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types of 'adjustment,' and they are part of what we understand
by 'good character1 and 'good reputation.'^
The following statements are recorded In the "1950 Yearbook":
What we call personality or the 'self' is the pattern of
behavior, feelings, and attitudes which the child learns as he
grows up in his family, his neighborhood, and his society.
Parental attitudes have a basic influence in determining how
the child will perceive himself and the world. His views or
himself and the world will determine how he behaves and what
methods he will use in trying to satisfy his needs and impulses.
There are certain basic needs common to all children which can be
channeled into socially productive activity but which cannot be
suppressed. Since the long, slow process of personality develop
ment is one of reconciling these individual human needs with the
requirements of social living, children come to accept society's
demands only through experiences which give them adequate personal
satisfaction and through relations with people who accept and love
the raw stuff of human nature as it is found in children.2
Case Studies.— Case study was another area of literature of interest
for the writer. "The case study is a complete analysis and report of the
status of an individual subject with respect, as a rule, to specific phases
3
of his total personality.
Alexander wrote:
The primary concern of the psychiatrist, as well as of
the educator, is the human being as an individual, with all
his peculiarities and specific makeup. Both deal with per
sonalities and must understand their development in the most
specific terms and not in generalities. Psychiatrists and
educators cannot be satisfied with recognizing in their patients
or pupils the exponents of cultural configurations; they must
understand each on his own merits in terms of his own highly
1
Robert J. Havighurst and Hilda Tabe, Adolescent Character and
Personality (University of Chicago, 1949), p. 103.
2
1950 Yearbook. Association for Supervision and Curriculum Develop
ment, "Fostering Mental Health in Our Schools," National Education
Association (Washington, D. C.), p. 65.
3






Kluckholm further commented that the introduction of the study of
case histories is the most important contribution that society could accept
from psychiatry, individuals live social life and each individual's social
life is reflected by his trends and actions.
The social world has a highly complicated structure. Man,
with his own complicated mental life, faces other human beings,
the conditions of physical nature, and the culture in which he
lives. Out of this structure, social case work singles out a
particular problem presented by a particular individual in his
environment. Society, with its political, economic, cultural con
ditions, forms the background of the picture. Society is beyond
the reach of case work and has to be accepted as it is. The
variables of case work are merely the individual himself and the
conditions of his personal environment. The social conditions,
many of which are bound to put strain on the individual, are mere
constants in the problem.3
Witty and Kopel made a study of cases of several types in reading at
the Northwestern University Psycho-Educational Clinic. This study proved
valuable in rehabilitating the poor reader. These authors wrote the
following:
The teacher's diagnostic study is influenced and limited
by several considerationsj the time and facilities available
for the study, the extent'of the available information about
the child's developmental history, and the teacher's ability to
understand the significance of symptoms and to use skillfully-
various appropriate techniques to discover particular needs.4
Clyde Kluekholm, et al., Personality_in Nature, Society, and Cul






Clyde Kluekholm, og. cit., p. 673.
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Continuing, the same authors wrote:
No rigid, universally applicable outline or procedure for
diagnosis can be prescribed. Diagnosis is a complex process to
be modified by the teacher or clinician and adapted to the
essential demands of the immediate situation. The diagnostic
study may be cursory and incomplete or it may be extensive and
thorough.
Further, the same authors wrote:
In the typical and complete case study the child's
biography or history is obtained and studied in relation to
present behavior. And behavior is interpreted in terms of a
developmental process in which the operation of many environmental
and organic factors is recognized.2
Since case studies was one of the writer's personal area of interest, the
literature in this area was reviewed too, with reference to autobiographies.
3
Kluckholm wrote that the life history is the second important aspect of
the individual.
4
Bollard discusses the possibilities of using intensive life history
materials for what they may reveal about group processes:
Here, the life history is offered as an aid in picking out
factors of relevance in community life. It reveals not only the
the processes familiar from studies on the societal level of per
ception but also other factors which cannot be sensed on this
level.... A good deal of what is to come has the character of
being obvious from the sociological standpoint; its only interest
is in the fact that the data can be appropriately classified from
the sociological standpoint....
Havighurst and Taba used Essays on Life Beliefs, written by the subjects
to get data on individual characteristics. This data or excerpts from these
J.








essays were used in the case studies in the study conducted at Prairie City.
Summary of Related Literature.— The literature cited in this chapter
were categorized into the following areas: (1) social factors with refer
ence to the levels of socio-economic status; (2) the social aspects of
language? (3) intelligence? (4.) personality with reference to personal,
social, and total adjustment} (5) case studies; and (6) autobiographies.
Personality, language, and social adjustment are related factors.
Research studies show that language facility is markedly influenced by social
factors. As Bowles said, the students hear and read English outside the
classroom. Too, it is assumed from this survey that there are home, school,
and community factors which play a great part in influencing the usage of
language.
In the area of social factors as it is related to English usage, it
was pointed out that social factors do affect language and learning.
Warner, Havighurst, and others pointed out that teachers represent middle-
class attitudes and enforce middle-class values and manners. Since the
school has been classified as a middle-class institution, several writers
have suggested that the school revise her curriculum in order to meet the
needs of the children.
In the area of intelligence, Freeman, Burke, and others made a study
attempting to measure the influence of intelligence on general home back
ground. Their study clearly shows that the shift in environment will be
a large one*
In the area of personality, Havighurst and Taba made a study of the
personal and character development of a group of Prairie City adolescents,
3U
who were all sixteen years of age, chronologically. Further, it was
generalized from this report and others that environment plays a great
role in the personal, social and total adjustment of an individual.
In the area of case studies, the literature indicates that case
studies or case histories mirror an individual. Kluckholm wrote that
the introduction of the study of case histories is an important contri
bution from psychiatry to society.
The importance of autobiographies was revealed through the survey of
literature. Dollard wrote that the life history is a valuable aid in
collecting facts from the sociological standpoint.
Thus, the writer concludes that the literature in this chapter has
pointed out the following: (1) language is social, biological, and psycho
logical; (2) there is a relationship between social factors or levels of
socio-economic status and language; intelligence is affected by environ
ment; (3) environment plays a great part in personal, social, and total
adjustment; (4) case studies are valuable, not only for research, but for
complete diagnostic records and possibly other social purposes; and
(5) autobiographies are valuable, since they give direct information of a
person's life history.
The literature also revealed that the school is a middle-class
institution, which should have its curriculum geared to meet the needs of
all children, regardless of levels of socio-economic status or social
class.
CHAPTER III
PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS, AND INTERPRETATION OF BASIC
STATISTICAL DATA
Introductory Statement.— The purpose of this chapter is to present
analyze, and interpret the data derived from data yielded by the data-
gathering instruments used in this study* These data-gathering instruments
included the following: (1) the Otis Quick-Scoring Test of Mental Ability:
(2) the ftinsland-Beck Test of English Usage-Form A; and the Warner, Meeker,
and Eells* Index of Status Characteristics, modified foim.
The data in this chapter have been presented in accordance with the
questions one, two, three, and four in the purpose of the study* These
questions ares
1* What is the intelligence status of the group?
2* What is the language status of the subjects as indicated
by the total score and by the scores on the components
of the Rinsland-Beck Test of English Usage?
3* What is the social status of the subjects as revealed by
Warner, Meeker, and Eells' I.S.C2
U. What is the relationship, if any, between language usage
and social status of the subjects?
Intelligence Status*— The intelligence status of the subjects was
determined by their performance on the Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability
Test* The performances of the students on this test have been shown in
terras of the I.Q. scores*
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An analysis of the data in Table 1 revealed that the media for the
group for intelligence was 86. According to Teman's classification of
intelligence, there was one student who would be classified with the
bright group of intelligence; nine students classified as average; fourteen
classified as dull-noraalj two classified as borderline or defective; and
one classified as mentally defective*
Language Usage Status.— The language status of the subjects was
37
determined by their performance on the Rinsland-Beck Test of English Usage*
The performances of the students on this test have been shown in terms of
the total score and the three components of the test; namely, (1)
Mechanics of Writing, (2) Accurate Use of Words, and (3) Building Sentences
and Paragraphs*
The data for the total raw scores for language usage are shown in
Table 2; percentile scores for the total raw scores are shown in Table 3#
TABLE 2
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF RAW SCORES (TOTAL) OF TWENTY-
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The pereentile scores for Part I made by the twenty-seven subjects
ranged from a low of the first percentile to the ninet&iithper'centile or a
range of 89 percentile points. This range indicates a high degree of
variability in Mechanics of Writing. The median percentile score was 22.
The pereentile scores for Part II made by the twenty-seven subjects
ranged from a low of the fifth percentile to the eightieth percentile or
a range of 75 percentile points, '■this range indicates a high degree of
variability in Accurate Use of Words, The median percentile score was 31.
The percentile scores for Part III made by the twenty-seven subjects
ranged from a low of the tenth pereentile to the ninetieth percentile or
a range of 80 percentil© points. This range also indicates a high degre©
of variability in Building Sentences and Paragraphs. The median pereentils
score was Ui.
The percentile scores for the Total made by the twenty-seven subjects
ranged from a low of the fifth percentile to the ninetieth percentil© or
a range of 85 percentile points* This range indicates a high degree of
variability in the total perforaanee of the test. The median percentile
score was 33.
Social Status.—The social status of the subjects was determined by
getting an index of status characteristics for the head of the household
of each of the subjects used in t&±S, study. This index was obtained by
giving a numerical rating for occupation, source of income, education, and
house type. Each of these factors as weighted by Warner, Meeker, and Eells«
was multiplied by the rating and a score or the ISC was computed. xhe
ISC was translated into the social classes. The social status of these
subjects have been shown in social classes. A score of 12-37 places one
in the Upper-aiddle classj a score of 38-51 places one in the Lower-
middle classj a score of 52-69 places one in the Upper-lower class; and a
score of 7O-8U places one in the Lower-lower class.
The data regarding social status are shown in Table U.
table: k
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In interpreting the ratings given in Table U, it is important to note
the following: one of the female subjects was classified in the upper-
middle class j two males and four females were classified in the lower-
middle class*, two males and four females were classified in the upper-
lower class; and seven males and seven females were classified in the lower*
lower class*
The data show that fourteen or a majority of the twenty-seven subjects
were of the ll SrouP* which tends to show that if social class is related
to achievemeat in language usage, one could expect poor achievement in
language*
The Relationship Between Language Usage and Social Status,— The rela
tionship between language usage and social status of the subjects was
determined by employing the Pearson Product-Moment (r) coefficient of
correlation. The coefficients of correlation are shown in Table J>,
Ul
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The data in Table revealed that the coefficient was .000 for the
Social Status and Total language, which revealed that there was no re
lationship between language usage and social status for the -subjects as
shown by the total score. The coefficient was -.069 for Social Status
and Mechanics of Writing, which revealed that there was no relationship
between Mechanics of Writing and social status, since this r was not sig
nificant at the five per cent level of confidence. The coefficient
was -.035 for Social Status and Accurate Use of Words. Since this r was
not significant at the five per cent level of confidence. The coefficient
was .282 for Social Status and Building Sentences and Paragraphs, which
revealed that there was no relationship between Building Paragraphs and
Sentences and social status, since this r is not significant at the
five per cent level of confidence.
CHAPTER IV
CASE STUDIES
Introductory Statement.-" The purpose of this chapter is to present
case studies of the twenty-seven subject involved in this study. Whereas,
group data are valuable, they do not give the teacher a picture of the
individual. This chapter contains a case study of each of the twenty-
seven subjects studied. %e names of the individuals have been withheld,
but are referred to by alphabets A-Z and XY» These case studies have been
presented to answer the fourth question in the purpose> namely, "What is
the pattern of personality organization of these subjects as described by
the components of personality considered?" The components of personality
used in these case studies were: (1) intelligence, (2) personality adjust
ment, (3) academic achievement, (U) socio-economic status or social
class, (5>) language usage, (6) major personal problems, (7) home background.
Data on the seven components used to describe the pattern of personal
ity organization of the twenty-seven subjects were derived from the
following:
1. Intelligence.— Intelligence was derived from the scores made
on the Otis Quick-Scoring Test of Mental Ability, Gamma Test,
Form AH*
2. Personality Adjustment,— The personality adjustment was
derived from the scores made on the California Test of
Personality, Secondary Series, Form AA*
3# Academic Achievement,— The academic achievement was derived
from the final grades made in the various high school subjects
1*
U3
pursued by the pupils during the four years of high school*
U. Socio-Economic Status or Social Class*-- The socio-economic
status or social class was derived from the Index of Status
Characteristics by Warner, Meeker, and EeUs1, and as modified
by Mozell C. Hill,
f>* Language Usage*— Language usage was derived from the scores
made on the Rinsland-Beck Test of English Usage-Form.
6. Major Personal Problems*— 1Jhe major personal problems were
derived from the problems indicated on the Mooney Problaa
Check List - Form H for high school, using those problems
which were checked as problems about which the student
"worry*n
7# Home Background*— Data on home background were derived from
personal interviews with members of the household of each
subject and autobiographies prepared by each subject*
The writer believes that these case studies, though limited to the
data yielded by the techniques listed above can be valuable in giving an
understanding of the subjects* It is further believed that these twenty-
seven case studies have revealed many things about the individuals studied,
which are not revealed by the data presented in Chapter III*
Basic quantitative data in a summarized form for each of the twenty-
seven subjects are shown in Table 6$ a more detailed presentation of these
data will be found in Table 3 in Chapter III and Tables 1-3 in the Appendix*
Case Study I, Student As— A-, an eighteen year old girl, is the fifth
child in a family of seven children* She has four brothers and two sisters*
Her parents died when she was very young* two young for her to remember them.
TABIE 6
















































































































































































































































She has lived with both her maternal and paternal grandparents. Perhaps this
accounts for the high scores which she made on "Belonginess and Family Re
lationship," components of the California '-test of Personality. A- stated
that "My home life has always been happy. I was very fortunate to have a
nice family because they usually buy me the things that Iwant.11 A-'s home
life has been fairly pleasant.
A- has an I.Q. of 93. Her academic record for the four years of high
school showed IQB'SjSC's, and 2 D's or an average of c/. Her scores
on the Rinsland-Beck Test of English Usage were hZ or the fortieth per-
centile on Mechanics of Writing; 28 or the twentieth percentile on Accurate
Use of Words | 38 or the ninetieth percentile on Building Sentences and
Paragraphs; and 108 or the fiftieth percentile on total language. A-'s
grades in the four units of high school English wereV^ '^VandV; these
grades compared poorly with her performance on the standardized English
test (fiftieth percentile). According to the level of socio-economic
status, she belongs to the lower-lower-class. A.'s profile on the Cali
fornia Test of Personality revealed that she had balanced development in
personality as indicated by a percentile score of £0 on "Total Adjustment•»
On the Mooney Problem Check list, A- checked nine personal problems
and of these nine problems, five were in the area of sex.
A- seemed to be confused most of the time. Perhaps this was due to
her having to live from place to place after her parents died; that is,
from maternal grandparents to paternal grandparents. It may also be a
reflection of a conflict in social values and standards between grand
parents and grandchild.
Case Study II, Student B: B-, a nineteen year old boy, always appears
hostile. He showed his hostility by habitually using profanity. He
dresses faddishly, but he is clean in his appearance. He had a job as chef
cook after school hours. His family is a lower-lower-class family. He is
the second child in a family of four children. There are three boys in
this family and one girl* These parents stated that the boys could support
themselves*
His His I.Q. is 75 which reveals dullness. His school record shows that
he was retained twice while he was in elementary school. His language
usage ranks among the lowest of the group in Mechanics, Use of Words,
Sentences and Paragraphs and Total, with percentile scores of 1, $, UO
and 5 respectively. His grades in English were «D,n "D,«, «F,« and «D."
His average academic achievement for the four years of high school was "D.a
His performance on the California Test of Personality indicated that
his family relations were poor. He wrote in his autobiographys "I am
unhappy at home and feel insecure. My family and teachers usually nag
me all the time." He is very aggressive and also anti-social, B- checked
twenty-one problems on the Mooney Check list and he double checked those
problems concerning finance. He wrote, ttI work because I never want to
ask my parents for money."
B- has no definite plans beyond graduation. "When asked his vocational
choice, he replied: nI haven't decided anything yet, msybe Uncle Sam will
take me."
Case Study III, Student Ct C-, an eighteen year old girl, is the fourth
child with three older brothers. She has always appeared to be a very
serious and conscientious person.
C-'s family belonged to the lower-lower class. She did part-time work
after school at an ice cream parlor. She also knitted hats and did em
broidery work to earn her own spending money. She wrote in her autobiog
raphy thats "When I was ten, I embroidered with the thread of an orange
sack whenever colorful threads weren't in the house* If I can get enough
money, I will take training in sewing. My parents cannot afford to send me
through four years of college." She further wrote that: "I like home
economics best of all my subjects because I like beautiful things and I
can make these many beautiful things with little money."
C-'s I.Q. on the Otis Quick-Scoring Test of Mental Ability was 92,
which is normal intelligence. C-'s performance on the Kinsland-3eck Test
of English Usage were 32, 27, 28, and 87 which were equivalent to the
second, tenth, fortieth, and tenth percentiles, respectively. Her grades
in English during the four years of high school were "B," "C,M "C," and
"C." Her average academic achievement for all subjects was "C.11
On the California Test of Personality, C- scored at the fifth pereen-
tile in "Personal Freedom,11 which showed that she lacked determination in
setting forth policies to be independent or self reliant. On a whole, her
personality development is somewhat uneven, although her total adjustment
score was the sixtieth percentile. Her class record showed that she was
the sixtieth percentile. Her class record showed that she was good in home
economics and that she received her best grades in home economics.
C- seemed to take her personal problems seriously. She underscored
twenty-one problems on the Mooney Check List and double checked ten, which
is an unusually high number. Among the double checked were:
Afraid of close contact with the opposite sex
Embarrassed by talk about sex*
C- is anxious to get qualified for her vocation in order that she might
start a desirable life for herself. She also wrote "Tnlhen I have a date,
I am always bothered with the older people, drunkards, etc., coming 'round
home and making me feel uncomfortable in the presence of my company* I
need to make a place for myself."
Case Study IV, Student D; D-, a seventeen year old boy, has an average
intelligence of 97 as measured by the Otis Test of Mental Ability. His
father died when he was nine years old, and his mother is physically
unable to work. There are seven children in this family; three boys and
four girls. He is the oldest boy. Three of his sisters have degrees
from college and two of his sisters with whom he lives are teaching school
in this community. His social class is lower-lower.
D-'s performance on the Einsland-Beck Test of English Usage revealed
normality, except in the Use of Words. His grades in English during the
four years of high school were MC,n MD,n nC,H and "B.M His average
academic achievement for all subjects was "C."
D- plans to attend college. He stated that: "I have been saving my
money to go to college. I must hurry and finish so I can marry the girl
whom I fell in love with in my junior year."
D-'s perfomance on the California Test of Personality revealed that
he was better adjusted personally than socially. Yet, on a t-jhole, his
personal adjustment seemed to be balanced. His personal problems were:
Death in the family
Having no car in the family
Being in love
Deciding whether to become engaged
Deciding whether or not to go to college
If D-'s father had lived, his social life would have seemed different
o him. Perhaps his personal problems would not have been as those listed
ibove. Though, it seems natural for him to be confused about "love,11 as
his is a normal tendency for an adolescent his age.
Case Study V, Student E: E- is an attractice seventeen year old girl
who was very friendly and lively at school* She comes from a lower-lower
class family. Yet, she does have what many of her classmates don't have,
a mother and a father who seemingly live devotedly together* She is the
youngest of four children. Her parents seem to think that giving E- all
of the faddish and stylish clothes that she wants makes a complete and
successful life for her* Her mother wants her to study designing* but
her father is not interested in her getting an education* She is allowed
to have dates, go to movies, attend parties and other night affairs*
Her father stopped school in the sixth grade and he feels that she only
needs the same education that he has*
E-'s school record is not in keeping with her intelligence* Her I.Q.
is 96 which reveals normality, but her school record is very poor* Her
average academic achievement for all subjects was "D." On the Einsland-
Beck Test of English Usage, she scored at the fiftieth percentile in
Mechanics of Writing, the twentieth percentile in Accurate Use of Words,
and at the seventieth percentile in Building Sentences and Paragraphs,
which shows that she is poorest in the Accurate Use of Words* Her grades
in English during the four years of high school were "C," "D,M nC,n and
According to the California Test of Personality, E- is better adjusted
cially than personally* She tends to be somewhat nervous, as indicated
ay the thirtieth percentile in "Freedom from Nervous Symptons," a component
this test* Her personal problems as indicated on the Mooney Problem
}heck List compare closely with the above named area on the personality








Case Study VI, Student F: F- is a very quiet, unassuming type of
twenty years old. She is the youngest of five children. She wrote in her
autobiography that: "Home life was very pleasant until five years ago when
my mother died. My mother and I were v&ry close and when she died, life
seemed useless. With the help of my father, sister and brother, I was
able to overcome it and adjust myself to living without my mother."
F- lives about eight miles from the school and is transported daily
on the school bus. She comes from a family whose social class is upper-
middle. Her father operates a small farm and the family lives in a medium
size house with beautiful surroundings, flowers, shrubbery and trees.
Her father was not interested in her getting an education, but was a firm
believer in the church in the little community, which does not provide a
program for the youthj therefore, F- took very little part in school acti
vities and seldom attended any school functions,
F-'s I.Q. on the Otis Test of Mental Ability was 839 which was low
or dull. Her average academic achievement for all subjects was "B," which
shows that she showed perserverance. On the Rinsland-Beck Test of English
Usage, F- scored at the seventieth percentile in Mechanics of Writing, the
sixtieth percentile in Accurate Use of Words, and at the fortieth percentile
in Building Sentences and Paragraphs. Her grades in English during the
four years of high school were "B,n ttB,M BC,W and "C,"
The California Test of Personality revealed that she was better adjusted
socially than personally. It was interesting to note that she scored at
the eightieth percentile in "Social Standards11 and "Family delations."
F- stated that she had many personal problems, "I would like to have some
one try and help me with these problems,"
Case Study VII, Student G; G- is a boy of seventeen years old
who is £'£" and weighs 138 pounds. He dresses neatly and has a good
disposition. G- comes from a lower-lower-class family. His mother and
father are separated. He wrote in his autobiography that: "Hfy mother
and father couldn't get along so she ran him out of the house and now he
lives in another neighboring town. My mother has a goiter, but she works
hard to care for me. I work too." His mother works in a laundry. His
mother has reared him under strict discipline, but she has showered him
with affection. He lives in a shabby two-room house with his mother and
older sister. Though the house is small and shabby, he wrote that: "My
special interest in home life is growing flowers and painting."
G-'s I.Q. is 8j>. His average academic achievement for all subjects
was "C." On the Rinsland-Eeck Test of English Usage, he scored at the
Cx~entieth percentile in Mechanics of WritSjig, at the thirtieth percentile
Accurate Use of Words and the thirtieth percentile in Building Senten
ces and Paragraphs. His grades in English during the four years of high
school were »B,« «D,n «C," and «C.«
G-'s response on the California Test of Personality indicated that he
j»as normally adjusted personally and socially, though better adjusted
3>ersonally than socially as shown by the eightieth percentile for personal
adjustment and the seventieth percentile for social adjustment. His per-
onal problems were:
Getting excited too easily
Not spending enough time in study
Weak eyes
Trouble making up my mind about things
Needing to know more about college
Afraid of failing school work
G- wrote: "Ity" plans are to take a pre-jned course at a nearby collage.
I want to become a surgical doctor."
Case Study VIII, Student Ht H- is the youngest in a family of ten
shildren. She is a very quiet and shy type of girl. The family is a
lower-middle-class family, which takes an active part in church but a
minor role in community or civic activities.
H-«s I.Q. was 81, which revealed dullness. Her average academic
achievement for all subjects was «D.« She scored at the tenth percentile
in total language on the Rinsland-Beck Test of English Usage, which would
rank her next to the lowest in the group. Her grades in English during
the four years of high school were "D*11 nD,M wD,tt and "C."
On the California Test of Personality, she scored at the first percen
tile in "Personal Worth." Many of her personal problems pe rtained to this
area, which indicated that she felt that her parents did not trust her
or have faith in her. She scored at the fifth percentile in "Belonginess."
She wrote that she did not get a chance to visit her schoolmates because
she lived so far and her family did not have a car. In "Social Skills"
and "Community Relations," she scored at the fifth percentiles. She also
wrote that her community was dull and the only place to go was the
church. The personal problems that H- double checked revealed that she
felt that her parents were old fashioned about socializing. These prob
lems also indicated that she did not have enough time to read and do
the things that she liked to do. She wrote: "I have finally convinced my
parents that I should take part in an activity and I am in the chorus
now,*1 She was a member of the chorus during her last year of school.
H- always attended school irregularly during the planting and harvesting
seasons* Her personal problems:
Having less money than my friends have
Having to ask my parents for money
Slow in getting acquainted with people
Losing my temple
Worrying
Parents not understanding me
Missing too many days of school
Family not understanding what I have to do in school
Not enjoying many things others enjoy
Too little chance to read what I like
Confused on some moral questions
Parents old-fashioned in their ideas
Living too far from school
Having no car in the family
In too few student activities
Being left out of things
Parents too busy making decisions for me
Parents not trusting me
Afraid I'll never go to college
H- wants to become a nurse, but she wonders if she will ever get to
study at an institution for such*
Case Study IX, Student Is I- is a very quiet, conservative acting and
likeable eighteen year old boy* He was very unaggressive and incon-
ipidous in his classes throughout his high school career* He was a
letter-man" in football and played basketball, too. He lives with his
arents who are in the upper«*&ddle-class • His home life is respectable
nd his family lives on the income of his father . He and his family be
long to a methodist church in this community, His parents are not active
i:i civic or community work, but they want I- and their other children to
do well; therefore, the fattier especially, encourages all he could by
giving I- an allowance*
I-'s I.Q. on the Otis Test of Mental Ability was 81* His average aca
demic achievement for all subjects was "D*n His school record showed that
he made the following grades in English: "D," "D,n "C," and »C." I-
scored at the second percentile in Mechanics of Writing, the tenth percen-
tile in Accurate Use of Words, and the third percentile in Building Sen
tences and Paragraphs*
I- wrote: "I do not want to go to college, but I want to study tailoring
at a trade school and become a tailor*'*
On the California Test of Personality, I- scored at the fiftieth per
centile in "Personal Adjustment" and at the fortieth percentile in "Social
Adjustment*" He scored at the ninetieth percentile in "Personal Freedom."
I- seemed to have been a well-adjusted person* His only personal problem
"Trouble with mathematics," which is revealed on his school record*
Case Study X, Student J: J- is a twin sister to a brother \tio is one
class behind her in school* These eighteen year old twins are the youngest
children in a family of eight children* Sh« lives with her parents and
ier maternal grandparents live with them* "My grandmother often tells me
some of the most weird happenings of slavery•"
J- lives in a small community about four miles from school* This com-
nunity was named for her maternal grandparents* Most of the eleven
amilles in this community are relatives* Her family is an upper-lower-
lass family supported by the income of her father who is a truck driver for
a furniture store* The father shopped school in the sixth grade, but he
s interested in J- becoming a school teacher* In this house is a telephone
television, a radio, and a daily newspaper. This family is very religious
dnd J- only misses Sunday School and church when she was ill* Too, the
parents are old and can't seem to understand why girls should be given so
much social freedom, but they always cooperated with the school in matters
where their children were concerned.
J-'s I.Q. on the Otis Test of Mental Ability was 83. Her average aca
demic achievement for all subjects was «B.« On the Rinsland-Beck Test
of English Usage, J- scored at the eightieth percentile in Mechanics
of Writing, the seventieth percentile in Accurate Use of Words, and the
fiftieth peroentile in Building Sentences and Paragraphs. The seventieth
percentile on total language adjustment placed her in the upper group in
language usage. Her grades in English during the four years of high school
were "B," nA," "B," and "B."
J-'s personal problems were:
Having to ask parents for money
Parents not understanding
Too little chance to get out and enjoy nature
Too little social life
Not having any fun
Feeling that nobody understands me
J- scored at the tenth percentile in "Personal Freedom," the twentieth
iercentile in "Withdrawing Tendencies" and "Nervous Symptons." She scored
it the ninetieth percentile in "School Relations," which perhaps was due
io her great participation and leadership ability in school activities.
- was president of the Tri-Hi-Y, president of the choral club, a member
>f the Excello Key Club, and vice-president of the junior class. During
her junior year, she was voted the "Best-All-Round Girl."
Case Study XI, Student JK; K-, who is a twenty-two year old, is the
oldest child with nine younger sisters and brothers. She wrote in her auto-
biographys "My life is not interesting, it's just a simple one along with
troubles and hard work. I ride the school bus to and from school every
day. Just before school closed last term mother went to the hospital
for tuberculosis where she will stay until she is cured. All of the respon
sibilities around the house were left for me to take over." K- lives
about ten miles from the school. .She was eight years old when she entered
school because her family lived too far from the school, since she had to
talk.
K-'s father is an employee of the city and does a little farming.
This family also receives services from the welfare and health department.
This is an upper-lower-class family. Neither her fathernor mother went
beyond the fourth grade in school. They are affiliated with a methodist
church in this little community and although the mother is away, the
father attends church regularly*
K-»s I.Q. on the Otis Test of Mental Ability was 87. Her average aca
demic achievement for all subjects was "C." On the RLnsland-Beck Test
of English Usage, K- scored at the tenth percentile in Mechanics, the
fifth percentile in Accurate Use of Words, and the thirtieth percentile in
Building Sentences and Paragraphs. Her grades in English during the four
years of high school were "D," "D,« "C,n and "C.»
K- seemed insecure and unhappy always at school. She wrote in her
tutobiography iiiat she was not happy. Her problems were not many, but she
rcated that these three problems troubled her greatly, which were:
Being a grade behind in school
Moodiness, "having the blues"
Having memories of an unhappy childhood
K-fs response on the California Test of Personality represents diffi-
ulty in "Community Relations," which is indicated by the first percentile.
K- wrote that she wanted to become a nurse. Unless her home conditions
are changed, it is doubtful about her being able to attend higher insti
tutions for special training.
Case Study XII, Student L: L- is an eighteen year old girl who weighs
135 pounds. She is not pretty, but she is neat and likeable. Her family
is upper-middle-calss. Her father has been dead five years, but her
mother manages to support the s even children on her teaching salary. L-
is the oldest child and helps support herself by buying her winter cloth
ing on the money that she earns during the summer. L- likes to sing and
she participated in the chorus. She played basketball and was a member of
ihe Tri-IIi-Y and the U—II clubs. She lived in the rural area, but her
uother has a carj therefore, she had a chance to attend movies and other
chool activities after the school day.
L-'s I.Q. on the Otis Test of Maital Ability was 91. Her average
cademic achievement for all subjects was "C." On the Rinsland-Beck Test
if Snglish Usage, she scored at the fifth percentils in Mechanics of
riting, the fifth percentile in Accurate Use of Words, and at the sixtieth
ercentile in Building Sentences and Paragraphs. Her grades in English
iuring the four years of high school were »D,n nC," MC,'! and «C."
L-»s personal problems weres
Worrying
Poor complexion or skin trouble
Parents working too hard
>he wrote in her autobiography that: ntt(y chief problem is my mother has
o work too hard since her health is not very good." Her adjustment, as
•evealed by the California Test of Personality indicated that she has
ersonal and social difficulty, as shown by the twentieth percentile in
"Personal Adjustment" and the twentieth percentile in "Social Adjustment ."
L- did not have a particular plan after graduating other than work,
but her mother wants her to go to college. L- felt economically insecure;
therefore, she felt that going to college would be impossible for her.
Case Study XIII, Student M* M-, a slender and unattractive eighteen
year old girl, acted as if she were in her earliest stages of adolescence
in social maturity. She dressed poorly. Her family was lower-lower-class.
Her mother and father are living, but they are supported by relief. M-
worked every afternoon after school in order to earn her spending money.
The family belongs to the baptist church in this community. The family
was not interested in M-!s school participation.
M-'s school record showed that she received poor grades in all of her
courses except typing and physical education. Her I.Q. was 89 on the
Otis Test of Mental Ability. Her average academic achievement for all
ubjects was "C.n On the RLnsland-Beck Test of ©lglish Usage, M- scored
,t the second percentile in Mechanics of Writing, the fiftieth percentile
Accurate Use of Words and the fortieth percentile in Sentences and
'aragraphs. Her grades in English during the four years of high school
ere «D,n "D,» ttD," and "C."
M- indicated the following problems as troubling her most:
Not having a room of my own
So often not allowed to go out at nights
Bothered by ideas of heaven and hell
Wanting to learn how to dance
the California Test of Personality, M-'s personality adjustment reflects
Lfficulty. She scored at the second percentile in "Personal Worth" and
ersonal Freedom." She also scored at the first percentile in "Community
Relations." She wrote in her autobiography that "all my parents want to
do is go to church. I like to do other things." M- plans to enter a
business college on the Earn-frfliile-You-Learn Plan.
Case Study XIV» Student Ms N-is an attractice highly sociable and
lively type of eighteen year old girl. She is the oldest in a family of
four children. The family is a lower-lower-class, but a respectable
family. The house is very small, (3 rooms) but clean and neat with a few
features like telephone, radio, television and a frigidaire. Her father
orks at the Dundee ML11 and attends night school under the veterans'
cogram. He has more education than the mother, but the raottier is active
xn the Parent-Teacher Association and other civic clubs of the community,
'hese are not the domineering type of parents; yet, they have well-trained
ihildren.
N-'s I.Q. on the Otis Test of Mental Ability was 107, good normal
intelligence. She also did good academic work in high school which is
shown on her school record. Her average academic achievement for all sub-
ects was "B." On the Hinsland-Beck Test of English Usage, W- scored
,t the sixtieth percentile in Mechanics of Writing, the thirtieth percen-
bile in Accurate Use of Words and Building Sentences and Paragraphs. Her
gnglish grades for four years were MB," "B," "B," and "B."
N- ranked as one of the highest in "Total Adjustment," the ninetieth
tercentile, on the California Test of Personality. The personal problems
ihat troubled her most was "Being a grade behind in school." She wrote
hat she was ill when she entered school and had to withdraw after spending
few months in the first grade. Further, she wrote that she planned to
ttend college if her uncle will help her pay her expenses* She belonged
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to many clubs of which she was a leader. She participated in the chorus,
dramatics and played basketball*
Case Study XV, Student 0: 0-, a nineteen year old girl, is a very
quiet uninitiative type 1*10 follows very closely the plans of those in
authority. She was not a leader, but was very cooperative in every possi
ble way, 0- is the oldest child in a large upper-lower-class family. The
father works at a cannery and the mother operates a little "joint" or
"stand," as they call it. The mother states that she kept 0- with her at
the "stand" until she was large enough to stay at home and care for the
younger children. This "stand" is definitely an undesirable place. The
home conditions are very poor. This large family lives in a four room
dirty and shabby and also lacking in modern conveniences and comfort. She
She wrote: ttI would be happier if we had lights and a bathroom.*1 Despite
his dirty- shabby, untidy home life, 0- came to school very neat and
;lean.
0-'s I.Q. was 82 on the Otis Test of Mental Ability. Her average
cademic achievement for all subjects was «C.n On the Rinsland-Beck Test
if English Usage, 0- scored at the fifth percentile in Mechanics in Writing,
•he second percentile in Accurate Use of Words, and the sixtieth percen-
iile in Building Sentences and Paragraphs. Her grades in English during
the four years of high school were "C," "D," "C," and "C."
0-'s personal problems were:
Being a grade behind in school
No suitable place to go on dates
Afraid of unemployment after graduation
spite these poor home conditions, she scored at the ninetieth percentile
,n "Personal Adjustment" and the sixtieth percentile in "Social Adjustment,
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0- likes to work on committees and with school groups and organisations
after she has been designated a special job or assignment. She wrote in
her autobiography: "I want to attend college because I am afraid I can
not find the right kind of work after graduation from high school."
Case Study XVI, Student P: P- is a very talkative seventeen year old
girl, who has big bones. She is the oldest child in a family of four
ihildren. Her mother and father have been dead for four years* She now
lives with her maternal grandmother, but she is the "mother" for her
younger sister and brothers* She wrote: "BQr life was easy until my mother
died. I never get a chance or the time to enjoy myself with pals* I have
to wash, iron, cook and clean plus doing a part-time job on Saturday."
-»s family is classified as the lower-lower-class family. As stated
t»ove, she and her younger sisters and brothers live with their grand-
Lother* The grandmother lives in a little shabby-like three room house,
ihich lacks comfort and conveniences. Her grandmother is not permissive*
seemingly, she wanted P- to act as she did, the grandmother, when she was
young lady* She wrote: "My grandmother thinks that going' to church on
unday is enough to make my life complete*"
P-'s I.Q. was 8? on the Otis Test of Mental Ability. Her average
a
e:
ademic achievement for all subjects was "C." On the Rinsland-Beck Test
English Usage, she scored at the fiftieth percentile in Mechanics
Writing, the thirtieth percentile in Accurate Use of Words, and the
ghtieth percentile in Building Sentences and Paragraphs* Her English
grades for the four years were "C," MC," "C,M and "C."
P-'s personal problems were:
Not being allowed to have dates
Not as strong and healthy as I should be
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Parents old-fashioned in their ideas
She indicated that she was self-reliant by scoring at the eightieth per-
eentile in "Self-Reliance," a component on the s ubtest of the California
Test of Personality. As stated above, she is the mother to her younger
sisters and brothers. She did not have personal freedom and on the Mooney
Check list, this was circled as one of her main problems. She also had
tendencies to withdraw, she appeared lonely and over sensitive. Socially,
P- was not an anti-sociaUst as expressed by the seventieth percentile
in "Freedom from Antisocial Tendencies."
P- wrotes "I am undecided about my plans after graduation. Ifcr little
brother will just be starting to school and I already have two sisters
in high school. I will have to work and try to save money. I would like
o be an elementary school teacher.11
Case Study, Student Qg Q- is an athletic type, boy six feet tall and
weighs 190 pounds. He is nineteen years old and is the second child in
family of three boys and two girls. His nickname is Slim and his
family has always referred to him by this name • His parents state that he
las never been interested in anything except sports. He is a "letter-
man11 and played football every year that he was in high school. His
mother said "Jfy Slim just wants to be a big ball player." Q- never takes
anything seriously and was never interested in going to school until he
sntered high school where he could participate in athletics. Records
show that he was retained in the fourth aid eighth grades.
The family is a lower-lower-class family. The father does janitorial
rork at a mill while the mother does domestic work by the day. The mother
Ls the president of the P.T.A. and works cooperatively with the school.
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This family belongs to a baptist church in the community and they are
"church-going" people.
The home life for Q- is appealing. Though the house only has four
rooms, it is clean and neat, but crowded for a family this size* There
are modern modes of communication in this home: radio, television, tele
phone, and two daily newspapers • The father and mother show strong af
fection for these children. They do not seem to be the dominant type of
parents; yet, they are firm and not too permissive.
Q-'s I*Q. was 86. His average academic achievement for four years
was nD." The school record showed that he received very poor grades in
school, especially language, which were "F,H wD,n nF,« and «D.n On the
California Test of Language Usage, he scored at the fifth percentile in
Mechanics and Use of Words and at the tenth percentile in Sentences and
Paragraphs*
Q-'s only personal problem was "Wanting to learn a trade." Q-is well
adjusted personally and physically. His total adjustment ranks at the
thirtieth percentile which means that only 70 per cent of the total popu-
ition is better adjusted than he.
He wrote that he wanted to attend a college that offers trades.
Case Study XVIII, Student R; R- is mainly interested in athletics
(specially basketball. He is an eighteen year old who was neither a
oomspicious member of his group or class nor was he nonconspicious • He
is the second child in a family of three children. However, he is the
only boy.
He wrotes "I do not like the way the people act in our neighborhood."
Eis father worics as a janitor at one of the textile mills and his mother
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does domestic work* His family is classified as a lower-lower-class
family. This family lives in a three room poorly furnished house, which
is definitely inadequate for housing this family with both sexes of
children to be considered* The parents seem to care for the children but
seemingly are poor managers of finance* The parents stated that they
belong to a methodist church but they are not as active now as they have
been in the past* This family seems to be complacent or satisfied rather
than trying to improve their conditions.
R-'s I*Q* on the Otis Test of Mental Ability was 85 • His average
academic achievement for the four years was «C*M His scoring was at the
twentieth percentile in Mechanics, the second percentile in Use of Words
and the thirtieth percentile in Paragraphs and Sentences indicate diffi
culty in the use of language. His grades in English for four years were
," "D,« nD,M and »C.ff
He indicated, on the Mooney Check List, many problems that troubled
him* He was worried about:
Being nervous
Wanting advice on what to do after school
Weak eyes
No suitable places to go on dates
Needing to know more about occupations
Unable to express himself well in words and so often feels
restless in class
On the California Test of Personality, he indicated that he was
setter adjusted pe rsonally than socially. He lacks social skills and has
tendencies to withdraw*
He wrote that he would like to attend college but would not be finan
cially prepared until he could work and save some money for himself*
Case Study XIXi Student Ss S- is a seventeen year old girl who lives
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with her cousin* Her mother has been dead for seven years and she has
never been told about her father. She has one sister who is seven years
younger than she* S- is very slender and has been anemic for four years.
S-'s guardian is classified as lower-lower-classj yet, they seem to live
comfortably on the wages that the cousin earns and additional support
from other members of the family*
S- was an unaggressive member of her class, but very likeable* She
ranked highest in intelligence in her class* Her I.Q* was 117 which
classifies her with the "highest group*" Her school record did not
measure up to her intelligence* On the California Test of Language Usage,
she scored at the fiftieth percentile in Mechanics, the seventieth per-
centile in the Use of Words and the ninetieth percentile in Sentences
and Paragraphs* Her grades in English for four years were "B," "C,"
»B," and «B.M
She wrote: "Of all the activities that I have participated in, I am
most interested in the Tri-Hi-Y* I am most interested in this activity
(because it is related to religion*" On the Mooney Check List she checked
iroblems pertaining to health; such as, being underweight, tiring too
sily, gradually losing weight and weak eyes* She was also troubled
.bout being nervous, worrying and daydreaming* She is neither well ad-
ted personally or socially* One of her greatest difficulties is being
ervous*
S- plans to be a stenographer. She wrote that she would prefer going
tp college and majoring in business education but a short course would
,ve to substitute until she could earn some money*
Case Study XX, Student T; T- is an attractice, neat and well poised
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seventeen year old girl who is the third child in a famity of four girls*
T- has been the most fortunate member of this group in one way, she has
taken a trip to Washington, D. C. t-'s family is an upper-lower-class
family* Her father is a brick mason and drives a cab during his spare
time* He has a seventh grade education, but the mother has had "two
years of college training* The mother is an active worker in the community*
The oldest girl is in college and T- will be sent also* The mother,
especially, believes in education* The family belongs to a methodist church*
In school, T- was very active in extracurricular activities* She sang
in the chorus and participated in dramatics where she played a leading role
in two Christmas plays* Recently, she was tooted the "Best all Round
Girl" of her class* She has a well planned iafe, reiative to social acti-
.ties. She, like other youngsters of her age, has a sweetheart who is
member of this group* She attends parties, movies and other social
'fairs* She is allowed freedom, but her life is not pennissive*
Her I*Q. on the Otis Test of Mental Ability was 98* She is classified
s normal and according to her school record, she ranks in the highest
iroup in scholastic standing* She ranked highest in language usage on
the Rinsland-Beck Test of fiiglish Usage as indicated by the eightieth per -
centile for total language usage. Her grades in .English were "B," "B,"
"A," and "A*"
I T- is the only member of the group who has complete freedom from ten-
debcies to withdraw* It was also revealed that she had very good family
relationship and school relationship*
I Case Study XXI, Student U: U- is another nineteen year old, who is in
terested in athletics only* He is five feet eleven inches and weighs 183
pounds. He is physically mature and has a masculine appeal that is especially
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attractice to the girls. His father is dead and U- wrote that he had a
lot of fun with his father while he lived. He has a sister three years
older than he who is married. Since his father's death he has lived
with his paternal grandmother. He wrotes "I like my home Hfe, but I do
not like the work that I have to do in the house. I would rather make
the money." The family is a lower-lower-class family. He and his grand
mother live in a little three room house. The grandmother does domestic
work and U- works too. Last summer he earned a weekly wage of $15.00
where he worked at a cannery* He saved this money for the s chool months
in order that he would have time to make all of the f ootbaU and basket
ball practices.
U-'s I.Q. is 79 which shows dullness and his class record is indica
tive of this low intelligence. He ranked as one of the lowest members of
the group in language usage. His grades in English were "D," "F," nD«H
and "D.tt Despite his home conditions and low intelligence, he is fairly
well adjusted in his personality. His greatest difficulty came in school
relations. He indicated these personal problems on the Mooney Check List,
■hey were:
Worrying
Wanting to learn a trade
Trouble making up my mind about things
Having a certain bad habit
e wrote on the back of the check list that the problem that worried him
st was "too many personal problems."
He does not have a vocational choice but he indicated on the Mooney
Check List that he wanted to learn a trade. He was offered scholarships
to two colleges on the basis of his athletic ability, but he wrote: "I
calnnot go to college because I will have to stay home and work for my
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grandmother."
Case Study XXII, Student V; V-, a seventeen year old girl, is the
tenth child in a family of eleven children* The father is a tuberculosis
patient in a state hospital. There is also an older brother who is af
flicted with the same disease, but he is a petient in another state*
The mother, too, is physically handicapped. This family is considered in
the upper-lower-class* An older brother, who is a barber, supports the
mother and the children who live at home* This home is clean and neat
and there are some modern features; such as, an electric stove, a frigi-
daire, radio and television* Though the father is not at home, there is
a strong atmosphere of love and affection within this home. The mother,
though sick, does the counseling, but she is not domineering* The
brothers and sisters are also affectionate toward each other and they
work cooperatively*
V-'s I*Q* was 83 which reflected dullness* She appeared to be very
conscientious and worked hard to earn her school grades. On the RLnsland-
Beck Test of English Usage she scored at the thirtieth pereentile in
Mechanics, Use of Words and Sentences and Paragraphs. Her grades in English
for four years were «B,n HB,n nC," and "B.M
V- was not troubled or concerned over many problems* On the Mooney
eck list, she indicated that she was traoubled about sickness in the
'amily and sex. She indicated on the California Test of Personality that
she was better adjusted socially than personally*
She has chosen nursing for her profession and plans to enter a school
f nursing in September, She wrote: "Since I have visited the hospital
ere my father is, I know now that I definitely want to become a nurse*
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Case Study XXIII» Student W; ¥- is a brother of V-. He is a year
older. He has a deformity in his left shoulder which makes him walk as
if one leg is longer than the other. Unlike his sister, he is a defiant
type of person, seemingly always hostile toward everyone* Despite his
physical handicap, he earns enough money to help support this family by
doing "bootleg" barbering in the home • Home life is the same for W- as
it is for V-. Yet, he took more time out for activities than V-* He
was very careless about his appearance*
W-'s I.Q. was 82, which is one point lower than his sister's. His
language usage is very poor as revealed by his scoring on the Rinsland-
Beck Test of English Usage. His academic record in high school is very
poor*
His low scoring on the California Test of Personality represents
difficulty in personal and social adjustment* He definitely had no
sense of personal worth. Perhaps he felt unattractive because of his de
formity. He also lacked sense of personal freedom and the feeling of
belonginess. Neither did he have social skills, security from the family
and he definitely seemed intolerable in dealing with others as shown by
s low score on "Community Relations."
¥- plans to do apprentice barbering under his brother's supervision
order that he might obtain license and enjoy freedom in working. He
s HI would go to school and study barbering, but I'll never get the
oney.«
Case Study XXIV, Student X: X-, a seventeen year old girl, was born in
house on a farm where her parents have lived for many years. She is the
enth child in a family of twelve. X- is musically inclined. She has a
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beautiful lyric soprano voice and plays piano well too. The family is a
lower-middle-class family. Her home life is quite respectable. This
family is supported by the income that the father makes from his farm.
They live in a five room house, but the three children who are at home
now can live comfortably in these five rooms. These parents are interes
ted in their children's educational progress and social standing. There
are two older daughters in this family who are eoUege graduates.
In intelligence, X- has an I.Q. of 109 which ranked her in the highest
group of her class. Her high school grades could have been better accord
ing to her mental ability. On the Rinsland-Beck Test of English Usage,
she showed that she had more difficulty in Mechanics than in any language
usage areas. Her grades in English for four years were "C," HC,W ttB,n
and "B.n
X-'s personal problems were:
Poor complexion
Being treated like a child at home
Not having anough money to spend
Disliking church services
Vocabulary limited.
She lacked sense of personal worth and she also lacked relationship with
people in general. She wrote: "IQr first two or three months in high
school were a horrow. I was always trying not to be silly because I felt
different from the other students." X- also had trouble with social
skills. She was a selfish person. Neither did she have the kind of
family and community relations that she desired. Further she wrote:
"I have lived in this one spot all of my life and in all of this time there
are no means of recreation out here. I didn't have anything to do during
my leisure time until my dad finally bought a television, but this still
isn't enough."
Case Study XXV, Student Y: Y- is an eighteen year old who lived with
her mother, grandmother, an aunt, an uncle and two cousins. She wrote:
"Hfcr mother has told me about my father, but I have never seen him." uEy
grandmother is the boss at our house and my mother seems like my sister."
The family is classified as lower-lower-class. These people live in a
four room house, which is owned by the grandmother. The house is cleaned,
but appears to be very crowded* This grandmother does have a television,
radio, telephone and subscribes to a daily newspaper. The grandmother re
quires each occupant of the house to give her a weekly amount from his
wages to help her pay the expenses for the food and the other bills, etc.
The grandmother is a lint-sweeper in a cotton mill.
Y-'s I.Q. was 83 which shows dullness. Y- was very conscientious and
worked to the level of her mental ability. She was very poor in Mechanics
of Writing and Us© of Words but her usage was better in Sentences and
Paragraphs, Her grades in English for four years were "C,M nB,w ttB,"
and nB."
On the California Test of Personality, Y- was fairly personally adjust
ed but maladjusted socially. Her personal problems were:
Being talked about
No suitable places to go on dates
Worrying how I impress people
Being timid or shy
foe wrote: "I would like to have someone to discuss these problems to me."
She feels that she was economically insecure and that she would
work instead of going to college.
Case Study XXVI, Student Z: Z- is an eighteen year old whose f amily
Consists of five persons. He wrote: "Of my parents I can talk only about
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my mother because my mother and father were separated when I was very
young. I^y mother is a very nice middle-aged lady who has worked very hard."
This family is upper-lower-class* The mother supports the family on the
wages that she earns as a maid* Z- contributes to the support of the
home too. The mother only has a sixth grade education but she encourages
Z- by doing all that she possibly can to show him motherly care and af
fection*
Z- was a varsity player on the football and basketball team. He also
participated in track. He wrote: "Of all of the many activities I have
participated in during my years in high school, I like football best."
He stated that he never had lime for hobbies nor did he have time for
doing the things that he liked.
His I.Q. was 106 which is nonnal intelligence. His school record
showed that he earned a yearly average of "B" during his last two years of
school, which was a great improvement over the first two years. His total
language usage was at the fiftieth percentile. His English grades for
four years were "C," "C," nD,w and «D.M
His personal problems were many, they were:
Slow getting acquainted with people
Unsure of social etiquette
Getting into arguments
Being made fun of
Being made nervous
Parents sacrificing too much for me
Not spending enough time in study
Weak eyes
Too few. dates
Getting embarrassed too easily
He also wrote;the following as a brief summary:
"I will summarize my chief problem by saying that if I
could correct them, I would like school better and make
a better appearance with my friends♦"
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This and the above listed problems indicate that Z- is having difficulty
with personal and social adjustment. The same traits and tendencies were
revealed on the personality test,
Z- was offered scholarship on his athletic ability but he is unable to
decide about college. He felt so insecure that he appeared confused and
unhappy most times.
Case Study XXVII, Student XI; ZY- is the case of a twenty year old, who
always appeared irritable and discontented. He is tall and rather hand
some in appearance. He seldoms smiles and was always apart from the other
member of his class. He is the sixth child in a family of twelve
children. This family lives about nine miles from the school. Sometimes
he rode the school bus to school or the Greyhound. He stated that there
were times when he preferred riding the Greyhound rather than the school
bus, since he liked to be apart from the other boys and girls who rode
the schoolbus. The family is an upper-lower-class reputable family. The
father owns and operate a large farm and the larger boys work on this farm.
.ng the planting and harvesting seasons, XI- attended school irre-
;ularly. The family lives on this large farm in an attractice eight
iom white house surrounded by beautiful flowers and shrubbery and trees.
- did not enter school until he was eight years old, which perhaps
ccounts for his age as a senior in high school. The father and mother did
>t go beyond the fifth grade in school, but they enjoy the daily news-
>ers, the Bible and heir television.
His I.Q. was 70, which is borderline intelligence and his school record
ipares with his low intelligence. He ranked in the lowest group in
lechanics, Use of Words, and Sentences and Paragraphs on the language
est. His grades in English for four years were «F,» «D,« «F,» and «D.«
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XI» was neither personally nor socially well adjusted, as revealed by
his rank on the California Test of Personality* He indicated on the
Mooney Check list that his personal problems pertained to matters of sex.
He wrote that he had no vocational interest; he was merely waiting
to go into the army*
CHAPTER V
SUMMART, CONCLUSIONS, IMPUTATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Introductoiy Statement."-Language is used as an instrument of thought
and communication, which serves as a means of controlling the action of
others, and as a means or device for uniting the members of a particular
group*
The child in his development of language takes on the pattern of the
family group and then the neighborhood groups of which he is a part, but
families differ and the groups outside the family to which a child will be
admitted tend to be set by the status of the family group in the larger
community. Thus, within any modern community, one finds variations in
language patterns which seem to be parallel to or closely related to the
existing groups. However, the plan by which the young is to be taught
language is schools does not take into consideration these variations in
the language pattern of those who attend the school. Neither does the
plan seem to recognize the social nature of language* Languagej then,
becomes abstract rather than functional* If students come from homes
ere the language differs widely from the school language, teachers cannot
se the school language upon them. Language differs by groups according
locality, occupation, and social class. Language differs from group
group, regardless to nature of group as to size*
We teach language as if there were only one group* Every person be-
!Longs to many groups, but while he belongs to many groups, he is more
!strongly orientated toward one of these groups than to the others* From
1dme to time, one's orientation to a group may change*
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The problem then for the teacher is to determine the relative influence
of membership in these different groups upon the formal teaching of lan
guage. The group which the students are more strongly orientated at a
particular time tends to set for that period of time the language pattern
of the individual. These facts give rise to several important questions}
What things are factors of the group? What things which are a part of
the group situation affect the language pattern of the members of the
group? What factors tend to influence most the language of the group?
Statement of the Problem.— The problem involved in this study was
two-folds (1) to determine the relationship, if any, between social
factors and language usage of the twelfth grade pupils of Fairmont High
School, Griffin, Georgia, and (2) to fomulate or arrive at an overall
pattern for each subject studied by developing case studies.
Limitations of the Study.— The limitations of this study were (1)
the group was small and included members of the senior class of one high
schoolj therefore, the generalization must be limited to the nature of
the group studied; (2) the findings are limited by the validity which the
instruments had for this group; and (3) case studies are limited to the
data yielded by the data-gathering devices used for this study.
Subjects and Types of Materials Involved.— The subjects involved in
this study were the twelfth grade students of the Fairmont High School
of Griffin, Georgia. They ranged in age from seventeen to twenty-two.
They were seventeen girls and ten boys.
The materials used included the Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability
Test-Gamma Test, Form AM; the Rinsland-Beck Test of English Usage-Form A;
the Warner, Meeker, and Eells« Index of Status Characteristics, modified
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form; the California Test of Personality, Secondary Series, Form Ak$ the
Mooney Problem Check List, High School Form, the emulative record cardsj
and, an outline for autobiographies, which was planned by the writer*
The case study and the descriptive methods of research were used,
employing standardized tests, interviews, inventory, and statistical
techniques.
Purpose of Study*— The purposes of this study was to answer the fol
lowing questions:
1. What is the intelligence status of the group?
2* What is the language status of the subjects as indicated by
the total score and by the scores in the components of the
Rinsland-Beck Test of iinglish Usage?
3* What is the social status of the subjects as revealed by
Warner, Meeker, and Eells1 I*S*C?
k» What is the relationship, if any, between language usage and
social status of the subjects?
J>* What is the pattern of personality organization of these
subjects as described by the components of personality
considered?
Procedure*— The purposes of this study were achieved through the
administration of the above mentioned tests, the analysis and interpre
tation of the data thus gained, and the collection and evaluation or rating
given as the result of personal interviews*
The data were tabulated and appropriate tables were established* The
median and the mean were computed for language status and intelligence
status* The Personian "r" was used to determine the relationship between
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language usage and social status*
Summary of Related Literature.— A survey of the literature related
and pertinent to this study indicates that there is a vast amount of
material concerning the social and psychological aspects of language.
The literature for this study is categorized for discussion purposes under
the following areast (1) the social aspects of language} (2) social
factors with reference to the levels of socio-economic statusj (3) intel
ligence} (U) personality with reference to personal, social and total
adjustment; (5) case studies} (6) autobiographies} and research studies.
This literature was found in the writings and researchers of the
following authorities: Charles C. Fries, S. i. Haykawa, Otto KUneberg,
Ruth G. Strickland, Muriel Crosby, Elizabeth Hall Brady, Florence Chisholra
Bowles, Lou La Brant, J. N. Hook, **obert C. Pooley, Luella Cole, and
John J. B. Morgan, Warner, Meeker, and Eells*, John DoUard, Allison Davis,
Hawighurst and others, Louis P. Thorpe, Anne Anastasi, Havighurst and Taba,
Frederick Lamson Whitney, Clyde Kluckholm, Mosell Hill, Viola Evans, and
Helen Shorts, Significant abstracted statements from each of these authori
ties will be presented below:
1, Fries1 found that tiiere are social or elass differences in language
practices. Just as the general social habits of such separated social
groups naturally show marked differences, so their language practices in
evitably vary. Our public schools, our churches, our community welfare
work, our political life, all furnish rather frequent occasions for social
class mixture.
Charles C. Fries, American English Grammar (Ann Arbor, 19k7)t PP»
U8-U9.
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2* Hayakawa gg^ tha^, luggage iS social-reading or listening, writing
or talking, we are constantly involved in the processes of social inter
action made possible by language.
3* Kllnebeig wrote that language represents what is specifically
human in social life, and it is hardly possible to over-estimate the part
played by language in the development and control of social behavior*
U« Strickland* found that studies carried on at the pre-school level
indicate a relationship between the socio-economic status of the home and
the language children develop in the home* Children whose socio-economic
status is higher tend to have larger vocabularies, to ask more questions,
and to use more remarks involving adapted information* Living in a superior
environment appears to give these children additional advantages, though
the differences may be partly one of intelligence* Children of higher socio-
economic status tend to rate higher in intelligence than children of lower
status* They also tend to have the advantage of parents of a higher level
of education and to hear a larger vocabulary in daily use* Also, the child
in the home of higher status is provided with books, play materials and
enriching experiences, in most instances, which facilitate language develop
ment*
■>• Crosby^ made the observation that language is a vehicle for
i
S. I. Hayakawa, Language in bought and Action (New York, 2$k9)9 p* 306*
2
Otto Klineberg, Social Psychology (New York, 19h9), p. U°«
3 "~ "
Ruth G. Strickland, The Language Arts in the Elementary School
(Boston, 1951), p* 3U»
U
Muriel Crosby, "Community Influences," Factors that Influence
Growth, prepared by the Committee of the National Committee on Res
in English, 1952-53, p. 33.
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communication, for thinking, and for the control of behavior, has its
roots deeply buried in the life of the community of which the child is a
part*
6. Brady1 concluded the following: Why should we be concerned about
these children....? First, because school follows a pattern of standards,
behavior, and expectations different from those which the majority of
the children have learned. Each child who comes to public school brings
with him a unique view of himself and of the world...."
7. Bowles2 pointed out that the teacher must realize that his pupils
do hear and do read English outside the classroom, that they hear it and
read it in environments which to them are far more challenging than the
rarefield, controlled surroundings of the school.
8. La Brant^ says that -there should be frank discussion about levels
of usage, and an emphasis placed not on rightness and wrongness, but on
the need of everyone to be able to use standard usage which admits him
to the larger group of educated, literate adults.
9. Hook** says that the English Teacher shares with all other teachers-
and with the church and the home-- the responsibility of developing in his
students ethical character*
K». Pooley^, too, says that the teaching of English usage is still
Elizabeth Hall Brady, "Children Bring Their Families to School," The
School Review, XIII (May, 1952), $!•
Florence Chisholm Bowles, "Helping Students Learn Better English
Usage," The School Review, IX (November, 1952), U87«
3 ~
Lou La Brant, We Teach English (New York, 19U7), p. 21.
I
J. N. Hook, The Teaching of English (New York, 1950), p. 26*
Robert C. Pooley, Teaching English Usage (New York, 19l*6), p. 29.
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further confused by the conflict between the traditional rules and the
modern science of linguistic, sihich is giving us entirely new concepts of
language and its functions. Linguistic teaches us to look at language
from the point of history, psychology and sociology, and to understand
and interpret modern usage in the light of these factors rather than upon
a set of traditional authorities.
11* Cole and Morgan wrote: ^Social growth can be measures, although
the scales are not as adequately standardized as tests of other phases of
development."
12. Warner2 pointed out that most of the studies of social class and
social mobility in America have not been done on a country-wide basis
but as part of the researches: on towns and cities in the several regions
of the country. Further, they point out that our scientific literature
is filled with thousands of references to the relation of income and pres
tige in occupation.
13. Havighurst and Taba^ state that social class is determined by (1)
occupation, (2) amount of income, (3) source of income, (£) house-type, (f>)
area of town lived in, (6) education, and (7) ethnic group.
1U. Davis** wrote: "Just as soon as the teacher understands anything
Luella Cole and John J. B. Morgan, Psychology of Childhood and
Adolescence (New York, 19U7), p. 20U»
2
W. Lloyd Warner, et. al., Social Class in America (University of
ihicago, 19k9)» P« fil«
Robert J. Havighurst and Hilda Taba, Adolescent Character and
Personality (University of Chicago, 19kO), p. 2
U
Allison Davis, Social Class Influence Upon Learning (Cambridge,
I$k9), p. U2.
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about the child or adolescent as a member of his family group or play
group, a learning organism in a particular environment, the teacher begins
to see the pupils' behavior in an entirely new light."
15* Davis and Dollard wrote: "....it became clear that the structure
of men's bodies is for all practical purposes the same everywhere;
the difference between groups is in their groups' culture, their social
heritage* Men behave differently as adults because their cultures are
different; they are born in different habitual ways of life, and these
must be followed because they have no choice*11
o
16* Havighurst, Warner, and Loeb made these statements: "Teachers
represent middle-class values and manners* In playing this role, teachers
o two things* They train or seek to train children in middle-class man
ors and skills and they select those children from middle and lower classes
rho appear to be the best candidates for promotion in social hierachy."
17* Davis^ commented relative to the unsoundness of intelligence tests
as based mainly upon the use of language which isolates or segregates
ihildren from underprivileged families* He further commented that the aca
demic function of the school is to help the diild learn how to solve a
dde range of mental problems*
15 * Thorpe^ made the assumption that there is a modern way of viewing
Allison Davis, op* cit., p. 12*
Robert g. Havighurst, et* al., "The Social Role of the Teacher," The
chool Review, XXXVIII (January, 193>O), ip8
3
Allison Davis, op. cit*, p. 88*
k
Louis P. Thorpe, Appraising Personality and Social Adjustment,
aHfornia Test Bureau Educational Bulletin, No* 11, 19U5, p. 1*
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personality, which makes it definite to students an teachers. This modern
way is known as the scoial skill concept which describes personality in
terms of sincerity and intelligence in dealing with people in all types
of social relations. It also stresses the importance of being free drom
nervous and introvertive or anti-social tendencies.
19. Klineberg1 states that many investigators agree that in their
demonstration that occupational groups differ markedly from one another
in their mental tests performances.
20. Hurlock2 wrote that a child whose intelligence is definitely
below that of other children of the same age in school or in the neigh
borhood group soon finds himself an outsider. He cannot keep up to the
standard that the others have set, either in academic work or in extra-
curricula activities.
21. Judd believes that when a child cannot meet the requirements
found to be normal for his age, Bee is classified as being dullj when a
child meets the requirements beyond those of which he is expected, he is
classified as being bright*
22. Pinter* wrote the following: MNo one believes that the actual
score of I.Q. obtained by a child on any intelligence test is due wholly
to heredity in the sense that it could not be changed by environmental
forces working upon the child. The score or I.Q. is a measure of his
Otto Klineberg, Social Psychology (New Yozk, l°l|6), p. 36l«
2
Elizabeth B. Hurlock, Child Psychology (University of Pennsylvania,
, p. 580.
Charles H. Judd, Educational Psychology (Cambridge, 1939), p« hkk»
k
Rudolph Pinter, An Outline of Educational Psychology (New York, 19Ul)»
p. 17.
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present ability to respond to certain situations learned in a given
environment....we can only make it possible for us to assess his intelli
gence in terras of the standard norms; we cannot compare him with other
similar children...."
23. Kluekholm, et. al., wrote? "Personality is the continuity of
functional forms manifested through sequences of organized regnant pro
cesses and overt behaviors from birth to death." They further commented
■feat personality of an individual is the product of inherited disposition
and environmental experiences. These experiences occur within the field
of his physical, biological, and social environment, all of which are
modified by the culture of his group.
2U. Anastasi2 pointed out that increasing stress is being laid upon
the influence of environmental conditions in determining or modifying
the individuals's characteristics.
25, Newcomb"* observed that the manner in which concepts of appro
priate socialization and of personality goals vary according to the
status of a given group in the local community. The child and adolescent
in our society are socialized within a series of personal relationships
characterized by rank*
26. Whitney wrote: "The case study is a complete analysis and re
port of the status of an individual subject with respect, as a rule, to
-"1
Clyde Kluckholm, et. al., Personality in Nature, Societya and Culture
(New York, 1953), p. U^I
2
Anne Anastasi, Differential Psychology (New York, 1937), p« 2$.
3
Theodore M. Newcomb, et. al., Reading in Social Psychology (New York,
L9U7), p. U83.
Frederick Lamson Whitney, The Elements of Research (New York, 195>O),
p. 172.
specific phases of the total personality••»
27. Alexander wrotes "The primary concern of the psychiatrist, as
well as of the educator, is the human being as an individual, with all
his peculiarities and specific makeup. Both deal with personalities and
educators cannot be satisfied with recognizing in their patients or
pupils the exponents of cultural configuration} thqy must understand
each on his own merits in terms of his own highly individual lifehistory•'»
g
28. Witty and Kopel found that the teacher's diagnostic study is
influenced and limted by several considerations; the time and facilities
available for sttidy, the extent of the available information about the
child's developmental history, the teacher's ability to understand the
significance of symptons and to use skillfully various appropriate tech
niques to discover particular needs.
29. Bollard discusses ihe possibilities of using intensive life
history materials for what they reveal about group processes.
30. ^horts found no relationship between language usage and social
status of the ninety-six subjects in the three schools.
31. Evans^ found no difference in the socially adjusted and socially
I
Clyde Kluekholm, et. al#, Personality in Nature, Society, and Culture
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maladjusted tenth grade pupils of the Lucy Laney High School,
32. Bollard made a detailed analysis or study of the behavior of
Negroes in a social environment and social class*
2
33 • Hill made a study of status in certain all-Negro communities in
Oklahoma.
3U« Davis and Dollard studied the life experiences of eight selected
Negro adolescents.
35 • Havighurst and Taba made a study of adolescent youth in a mid-
western town which was fictidLously named Prairie City. These authors
described and measured character, personality, and social environments,
and the relationship between them.
Summary of Findings of Statistical Data.— The following findings have
been drawn from the statistical data and presented in accordance with the
purpose of this study.
1. Intelligence Status: The mean for the group was 89.20. There was
one studeit who would be classified as "bright," according to the Terman
scale of intelligence; nine as "average;11 fourteen as "dull-normal;" two
'borderline or defective;" and one as "defective.11
2. Language Usage Status; The total raw scores ranged from a low of 73>
bo a high of 126 or from the fifth to the ninetieth percentile. The mean
For the total raw scores was 98, which was equivalent to the thirtieth
John Bollard, Caste and Class in Southern Town (New Haven, 1937)#
Mozell Hill, "The All-Negro Society in Oklahoma." PH. B. Disserta
tion (University of Chicago, 1935).
3
Allison Davis and John Dollard, Children of Bondage (Washington, 19^0),
h
Robert J. Havighurst and Hilda Tabs, Adolescent Character and
I'ersonality (University of Chicago, 19U9)« '
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percentile* Ihe median raw score was 83*07, which was equivalent to
the tenth percentile*
The percentile scores for Part I - Mechanics of Writing ranged from
the first percentile to the ninetieth percentile. For Part II - Accurate
Use of Words* the percentile scores ranged from the fifth to the eightieth
percentile. For Part III - Building Sentences and Paragraphs, the percen
tile scores ranged from the tenth to the ninetieth percentile*
3* Social Status; The data showed that fourteen or a majority of the
twenty-seven subjects were of the lower-lower group, which tends to show
that if social class is positively related to achievement in language
usage, one could expect poor achievement in language* One of the female
subjects was classified in the upper-middle group* two males and four
females were classified in the lower-sniddle-group; two males and four
females were classified in the upper-lower group; and seven males and
seven females were classified in the lower-lower group*
k» Relationship Between Language Usage and Social status: There was
no statistically reliable relationship between language usage and social
: status of the group as measured by the Rinsland-Beck Test of English Usage
and the modified Warner, Meeker, and Bells1 Index of Status Characteristics,
he obtained «r'sn as computed by the Pearson Product-Moment method of
correlation, were *000, -,06°, -.035, and *282f respectively.
Summary of Data in Case Studies*— The case studies revealed many
factors which, acccording to the findings and points of view of authorities
ii the field of language arts, effect one's language development* The
case study findings are presented in Tables 3 and 6 of the thesis, and
Tables 1 - 3 in the Appendix*
Conclusions*— The findings seem to justify the following conclusions:
1. Intelligencet The intelligence of the subjects as a group was
average or normal, although they tended to be at the lower
limits of the range for the normal grovp* The intelligence
varied greatly within the group.
2« Language Usage; The language usage for the group, as a whole,
was low as indicated by the thirtieth percentile. The group
varied greatly as indicated by the range of the eightieth per-
centile points or from the fifth to the ninetieth percentiles
for the total score, and as indicated by the fact that the median
raw score corresponded with the tenth percentile on the
national noxm*
3. Social Status: The social status, as a vtoole, was low for
the group as shown by the majority or fourteen of the
twenty-seven subjects being classified in the lower-lower
group, with the remaining thirteen following in the upper-
lower, lower^niddle, and upper-middle*
k. The Relationship Between Language Usage and Social Status:
There was no statistically reliable relationship between social
status and language usage• On the basis of the obtained «r's,n
the relationship tended to be negative,
£. Case Studies} Many factors seem to be related to the develop
ment of language usage* Language seems to be a function of
the total personality with its many facets rather than a
function of any one factor.
Educational Implications*-- The findings of this research seem to
*|rarrant the following implications:
1. Too much emphasis has been placed on conformity, which means
that much of the language found in the English textbooks
is artificial rather than functional.
2. Teachers should not loop upon the home from Tahich the child
comes as an insurmountable barrier or a guarantee to high
achievement*
3« Since the total environment is important in the life of an
individual, the school should provide a rich and varied
program of instruction*
k» A total picture of the child is imperative in order to guide
effectively the teaching-learning process.
f>. Further research is needed to detennine the potency of
various factors in developing good language usage*
Recommendations.-- As a result of the findings of this study the
oHewing recommendations are made:
1. Constant use of cumulative records should be made by
teachers as a means of getting a better understanding of
each student*
2* A core curriculum should be developed in the school so that
the personal-social problems of the student may be more
adequately met*
3. Further research should be done, particularly on ninth grade
level on the socio-psychological aspects of language*
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ENGLISH USAGE AID I
MADE ON THE KENSLAND-BECK





























































































































DATA SHEET FOR ISC
ame
[ouse Number Mailing Address
ex Age
)ccupation (head of household)
'Relationship of
ource of Income
Education (last year in school)
[ouse Type (condition) ^^
ISC ________________________ Social Class
ihurch Membership _______





»upil's Name Grade ________ Date of Birth Age
(Last name first;
'upil's Address Sex
'arents • Name ________mm^^nm^^m^^m^mmmmmmm^mmmm^m Occupation
urpose of Visit __________________________________________
length of Visit
Did you notice any condition either favorable or unfavorable that
would aid this faculty to better understand the child?
Yes No If so, please explain.
What is parents • attitude toward school? or _________________
Eavorable Unfavorable
Explains
sre there any facilities for studying?












III. School life (9-12)
A* Transported or nontransported
B. Activities participated in









High Schools and Colleges • form A
Test of English Usage
DE
W.
VISED BY HENRY D. RINSLAN.D, RAYMOND
PENCE, BETTY S. BECK, AND ROLAND L. BECK
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS:
This Test of English Usage is intended to show how well you understand and use the
basic rules of English composition. The examiner will tell,you how to mark your answers.
Do not open this booklet until you are told to do so.
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Each of the following sentences has
ontains a mistake in capitalization,
begins with a small letter when it
\jvith a capital, or it begins with a
hen it should begin with a small
he word which contains the mistake
which follow the sentence and mark
y our choice as indicated below the
i completely any answer you wish
Example X: Mr. and Mrs. brown are good neighbors.
■ neighbors b
If you are wr
let, you would
Mrs. e good d brown d X
ting your answers in this test book-
answer the above Example X by
writing a d on the line to the right as shown above;
but if you are
would answer
the d like this:
1. The North
using a special answer sheet, you
the above item by marking under
X
d
lad the men and materials to







3. St. Patrick i
a patron





on gift from my uncle Bill is
I received.
h graduation C. 2f gift 9 one
the patron saint of the irish.
b saint e irish d Patrick
will be held this friday in
t friday
cessary.
9 at ditorium h class




6. The names of
scribe to the
will be published in the school paper.
e school
9 so











ngled web we weave
practice to deceive!"
yeave « 0 d when







o 9 you h read
■ysburg Address begins with
fourscore and seven years
b Address
d Gettysburg





are ideal for swimming and
' picnic
h lake
11. Our family Doctor is Dr. Hoffman.
* family b Dr.
e Hoffman d Doctor
12. We'll call the roll by having each one give a
quotation from the bible.
e roll f bible
9 quotation h We'll
13. George Washington was the first president
of the United States.
a States b Washington *
e president d first _C«-ia
14. In poetry our flag is often called the Red,
white, and Blue. ^
e white * the 9 flag & poetry ——14
15. The poet and the farmer are both especially
interested in spring and Summer.
a farmer b spring i
e poet d Summer —«Lib
16. One of our typically American holidays
is Thanksgiving day.
e American ' day
9 holidays h Thanksgiving
Omitted Wrong Right....T. _
Part 2. Apostrophe
Directions: In each of the following sentences
one word has been omitted. Find the correct word
among the four which follow each sentence and
mark the letter of your choice as indicated below
the example. Erase completely any answer you wish
to change.
Example X: Reading books as interesting
as doing things.
isnt isn t e 'isnt d isnt' b X
If you are writing your answers in this test booklet,
you would answer the above Example X by writing
a b on the line to the right as shown above; but
if you are using a special answer sheet, you would
answer the above item by marking under the
b like this: abed
X ii | i| ii
The club keep up its membership17.
without your help.
a ca'nt b can't c c'ant d cant
18. The attitude made him an un
popular teacher.
e mans * mans' 9 ma'ns •> man's
19. Miss White claims that our privi
lege to attend chapel.
a it's b its' « its d i'ts -19




e mens' f men's 9 mens
The uniforms always get more at-
tention than ours,
a boys' b boys
22. Make your
« boys's d bo'ys
so that your teacher
can tell what they are.
e 3s * 3es 9 3s' h 3's






24. Jane know that you are here.
e does'nt ' doesnt'
9 doesn't h doesnt
25. The dog dropped bone. ,
a it's b its' « i'ts <• its _i?_25
Omitted Wrong Right
Part 3. Punctuation
Directions: In each of the following sentences,
a box, thus—□, indicates the need for additional
punctuation. Select the one of the four punctua
tion possibilities preceding the group of sentences
which will apply in the sentence. Then mark the
letter of your choice as indicated below the example.
Erase completely any answer you wish to change.
Group I
(Punctuation Possibilities for Sentences 26-30)
a. Place a period after an abbreviation.
b Place a comma between the city and
state in an address,
c Use a colon after the salutation of a
business letter.
d Place a comma between the day of
the month and the year.
Example X: Dear Sir □ c X
Enclosed is a check for $4.00.
If you are writing your answers in this test booklet,
you would answer the above Example X by writing
a e on the line to the right as shown above; but if
you are using a special answer sheet, you would
answer the above item by marking under the
e like this: abed
» •■ I •<
26. The date of Pearl Harbor, December 7 □
1941, will be remembered by this genera- I
ation. _ife_28
27. Arlington, Va □ has grown in population
since the war.
28. Dear Mr. Brown □
We received the shipment of paper May 2.
29. Strikes continued to impede industry in I
Detroit Q Michigan. _J2_29
30. The letter was addressed to Mrs. Dora
Tones, 109 Campbell Street, Grand Rapids
D Iowa.
Group II
(Punctuation Possibilities for Sentences 31-35)
• Set off appositive elements with
commas.
b Set off contrasted words or words used
in pairs with commas.
e Use a comma after an introductory
subordinate (dependent) clause when
additive (nonrestrictive).
A Place commas between coordinate ad
jectives.
31. He was guilty □ not only of carelessness,
but also of recklessness.
32. Her home is the small □ white, old, frame %
.28




33. Whatever her reason was □ the town
suited her perfectly.
34. She fell, not a few steps □ but the entire
length of the staircase, screaming in her
fright.
35. My aunt Q the family's authority on <
gossip, was sipping her tea. . £»» •
Group III
(Punctuation Possibilities for Sentences 36-40)
e Use the semicolon between two inde
pendent (main or principal) clauses
not connected by a coordinating con
junction.
♦ Set off an introductory expression
when additive (nonrestrictive) with
a comma.
9 .Set off parenthetical (independent)
elements with commas.
h Separate the coordinate clauses of a
compound sentence with a comma
when the clauses are connected by one
of the coordinating conjunctions.
36. Yes □ we can include your lecture in our
schedule.
37. The matron uses her work time □ she
seldom wastes her leisure time.
38. The boy put all of his strength □ puny as
it was, into the blow.
39. Such action was unheard of in
County □ it was almost unthinkable. —^-8I
40. We would like to go on the picnic □ but
both of the children have colds.
Group IV
(Punctuation Possibilities for Sentences 41-45)
a Use a semicolon between independent
(main or principal) clauses connected
by a conjunctive adverb (transitional
adverb or adverbial conjunction).
b Separate the members of a series by
commas.
e Set off additive (nonrestrictive) clauses
with commas.
d Separate the coordinate clauses of a
compound sentence with commas when
the clauses are connected by one of the
coordinating (coordinate) conjunc
tions.
41. We'll have rain within the hour □ whether






The meal was excellent Q and the guests i
leaned back in their chairs. _i£_
The calm was shattered suddenly by i
screams □ whistles, and shrill barks. _J2_48
Last Friday we said we would not go □
however, we have had reason to change our p
minds. -L»—**
We may be late at the game □ neverthe- J







Possibilities for Sentences 46-50)
additive (nonrestrictive)
with commas.
is colon or the period in ex
pressions of time.
9 Place quotation marks around a direct
quotation.









49. Spring Q wl
in a series
50. I last remei
□ Someone
1 letter.










52. We could f
going our d
53. Dr □ and
54. Who has a
the play □
55. During all th
E .46
er began simply:
be surprised to hear from me.
Clarendon bus should get us q
-i-49
r- ko
:ch came late this year, ushered
if tornadoes.
ibered calling out feebly,
help us!"
Group VI
Possibilities for Sentences 51-55)
question mark at the end of an
tive sentence or phrase.
exclamation mark at the end
:clamatory sentence or phrase,
period after an abbreviation,
period at the end of a declara-
sertive) sentence.
; that final game was □




rs. Brown were waiting for us. —*■*—53
ible that we might borrow for *























Accurate Use of Words
Action
each of the" following groups of
ences is one sentence containing a
This word may be any part
that one sentence in each group
of your choice as indicated be-
Erase completely any answer you
s neat for one so young,
you try to do, do as well
cin.
drove safely to the other side,
mo trilled beautifully in her
57
If you are writing your answers in this test booklet,
you would answer the above Example X by writing
an a on the line to the right as shown above; but
if you are using a special answer sheet, you would
answer the above item by marking under the
a like this: :i l> e d
X | !; :■ ■■
56. a The rose smells sweetly,
b His skin felt rough.
« She seems patient enough. I
d This pie tastes sour. _J2_5©
57. a You can scarcely see ahead in this fog.
b No frightened dog ever felt more grateful.
v e The farmer can't hardly pay for the feed. ,
d Mary can't ever play ball again. —^-
58. a Be sure to drive careful over those rough
roads.
b The chair is almost as good as new.
e Our team played badly in the last two
innings.
d The bricks were scattered carelessly over J
the ground. ——
59. a You don't have this kind of gear shift
in a truck.
b In Ohio we buy these varieties of apples
and others,
e When I buy a new radio I prefer that
kind to this.
d If you find a good Softball, don't play
with those hard kind any more.
60. a Neither Susan nor her mother can dictate
to me.
b Either the teacher or the principal has
the right to ask you.
c Neither money nor fame make any dif
ference to him.
d Either Jim or Bill is coming tonight.
61. a I know a place where wild blueberries
grow.
b There is two facts to consider befdre buy
ing.
e If there is any doubt in your mind as to
John's ability, don't vote for him.
d Ann doesn't care how many there are I
to see the play. _u_ei
62. a People don't always think before they
act.
b What Jack needs is encouragement,
e The committee has full confidence in her
judgment,
d If the captain don't prove to be a i
liability, our team should win. _£fc_62
63. a Mother and father have both said that I
might go.
b The team and the coach are taking the
school bus.
e Harold and his brother Marvin hates to
admit they are wrong. ^>
d People often lose in a game of solitaire. ^* 63
64. a The men raised up before it was yet light.
b To rise when an older woman enters the
room is an act of courtesy.
« The committee considered different means
for raising the needed money,
d Raise the windows on the east side of the
building.
65. • It is hard for Ellen to sit still in a meet
ing.
■ Let the boys set there on the bench,
e If we girls set the table, then the boys
will dry the dishes,
d When the sun sets behind the hills, we ,
have a beautiful view. _a_65
66. a Your son should lie down when too tired,
b The story was so exciting that she
couldn't lay it down before finishing it.
« The scout laid his supplies under leaves
in the cave.
You shouldn't lay here asleep without a
light cover.
Mary wants us all to stop at her house
for lunch.
Each scout should carry enough water
for their own use.
I think Susan and Jane want to share
their room with you.
Did the doctor talk about his operation ?
My mother always prides herself on her
cooking.
The president himself presides at each
chapel meeting.
The girls kept quoting themselves as au
thorities during the debate.
My brother and myself will be there to J






























We girls are to act as ushers for the play.
Go see whom is at the door, please.
John is the boy who lives in that apart
ment. ,
It is they who must defend themselves. ■&■—89
Jane thought he was the man who she
had seen.
The principal has been looking for us
boys.
I don't know whom to suggest as a
candidate.
If you're talking to Joan and me, please a
lower your voice. w '
Alice doesn't look at all like her mother.
The coach didn't substitute like he
should.
These clouds look very much like rain to
me.
The stones were heaped up roughly like »
a pyramid. _~i
Where are you going this fine afternoon?
We met up with a former classmate.
The Indian rebellion was put down by
troops.
Mother will divide the orange among the ^
four of us. C* 72
My father could have had a better po
sition.
That failure wouldn't have made any dif
ference to the ambitious young man.
The bear could of gone straight to his
hiding-place.
Silas wouldn't have given a wooden nickel ,*
for his chance of escape. _ijL_T8
.71
74. a Neither my sister or I can guide you
through the swamp,
b The spy either goes with us, a prisoner,
or stays here, a dead man.
e You'll find neither mercy nor help among
those islanders.
d I wouldn't select either apples or oranges
as my favorite ffuit.
Omitted Wrong Right _
Part 2. Verb Forms
Directions: Each of the following sentences con
tains a word printed in capital letters. Choose the
correct form of the suggested word and mark as
indicated below the examples, the form you used,
according to this code: (Erase completely any an
swer you wish to change.)
e root verb (root infinitive) as fly
t gerund (verbal noun) or gerundive
(verbal adjective) as {lying
9 past tense (preterit) as flew
h past participle as flown
Example X: You might have KNOW Johnny
would quit. h X
Example Y: When we SEE her, we dropped
the sack. g Y
If you are writing your answers in this test booklet,
you would answer the above Example X by writing
writing an h and a 9 on the lines to the right as shown
above; but if you are using a special answer sheet,
you would answer the above item by marking under
the •• and «8 like this:
etgh e f k h
X S 5 i ! Y « H I j
75. The doctor could have GO two hours ago.
76. Who TAKE the algebra book that was
lying here?
s *
77. The pony express riders of that day RIDE I
l d d il
Te
81
many ong an angerous miles. "* 7T
78. When the scouts COME to the camp site
they halted.
79. Has he ever SEE a pileated woodpecker?
80. Finally the native DO a very foolish
thing.
81. The beans GROW as if by magic after r
he had planted them. ''
82. No man has ever BE through this wilder
ness.
83. When the lion had EAT his fill, he went to V/
the pool to drink.
84. What BECOME of the red hat you had?
85. The picture I saw BEAR little
blance to the real thing.
86. Jim RUN as fast as he could for, one hun
dred yards.
87. A man has just DROWN in the creek. —£=**
88. While I was watching, the guard SWIM
with powerful strokes to the exhausted D
child. —i-88
The log, FLOAT too far out for us to get |

















AY the dress back on my bed?
the bird SING merrily in its /
■■/L«2
had assembled,Jack BEGIN the
y singing our marching song,
las LIE there an hour without
her his word of honor that he
jack.
96. Could father have FORGET the cake?
97. He took die dipper and DRINK thirstily
of the fresh, cool water.
98. The girl I(IEAR the low whistle and
turned.
99. The baby
100. When I W
much to learn.
has BREAK all his toys.













105. USE all y<
106. Your friends BE here for an hour.
107. The probl(
NG that bell too early?
lad SHOUT her name Perry
DRAG the lake a second time,
you ASK for more informa-
ur soap flakes wasn't fair.
_io»























of the numbered sentences or
ces below is poor, either in form,
i effectiveness. The numbered sen-
:es are followed by four rewritten
Choose that one of the four lettered
, in your judgment, is the most
of the numbered sentence or sen-
the letter of your choice as indi-
example. Erase completely any
to change.
Robert, who is captain of the
my big brother.
Tother, Robert, is captain of






Robert, the captain of the team, he is my
big brother.
is my big brother, he is
the team.
If you are writing your answers in this test booklet,
you would answer the above Example X by writ
ing an a on the line to the right as shown above;
but if you are using a special answer sheet, you
would answer the above item by marking under
the • like this: » i, <• <i
X | :: i: ii
108. The old lady is going ro sell her house
who is always scolding us for trespassing.
« The old lady is going ro sell her house
who continually scolds us for tres
passing.
b Continually scolding us for trespassing,
the old lady is going to sell her house.
e The old lady who continually scolds us
for trespassing is going to sell her house.
d The old lady, intending to sell her




109. The daughter of a pioneer was taught
that she should cook and sew, to make
soap and candles, and spinning and weav
ing.
a The daughter of a pioneer was taught
cooking and sewing, to make soap and
candles, and that she should spin and
weave.
t> The daughter of a pioneer was taught
to cook and sew, to make soap and
candles, and to spin and weave.
e The daughter of a pioneer was taught
to cook and sew, to make soap and
candles, and spinning and weaving.
d The daughter of a pioneer was taught
cooking and sewing, to make soap and «
candles, and spinning and weaving. _fc2L«>9
110. We see him when he was just crossing
the stream.
a When he is just crossing the stream
we saw him.
b We see him when he crossed the stream,
c Just when he was crossing the stream
we saw him.
rf Just when we saw him he is crossing
the stream.
111. The bully struck the boy a hard blow
just below the ear, who had no chance to
defend himself.
■ The bully struck the boy a hard blow,
who had no chance to defend himself,
just below the ear.
b The bully, who had no chance to de
fend himself, a hard blow struck the
boy just below the ear.
e The bully struck the boy just below
the ear, who had no chance to defend
himself, a hard blow.
4 The bully struck the boy, who had no
chance to defend himself, a hard blow J
just below the ear. —»■*- a11
112. Then the boys took their lunch, and they
went on a picnic, and they went in swim
ming, and it was March and they caught
cold.
• Taking their lunch, the boys went on a
picnic. Although it was March they
went in swimming and, as a result,
caught cold.
h Then the boys took their lunch, and
they went on a picnic, and they caught
cold because it was March, and they
went in swimming.
e Then the boys went on a picnic and
took their lunch. It was March, and
they went in swimming, and, as a re
sult, they caught cold.
d Then the boys, taking their lunch,
went on a picnic, and they caught cold,
and it was March, and they went in /%
swimming. JS^ili
111. The warmth of the sun. The sounds of
summer which came in at the window.
Jack found it hard to think about the les
son in the book open before him.
• The warmth of the sun and the sounds
of summer which came in at the win-,
dow. Jack found it hard to think about
the lesson in the book open before him.
•> Because of the warmth of the sun and
the sounds of summer which came in
at the window Jack found it hard. To
think about the lesson in the book open
before him.
e The warmth of the sun and the sounds
of summer which came in at the win
dow made it hard for Jack to think
about the lesson in the book open be
fore him.
«• The warmth of the sun and the sounds
of summer coming in at the window,
Jack found it hard to think about the Q
lesson in the book open before him. ■
114. The postman came. He rang the bell. He
had a special delivery letter. My sister
signed for it.
« The postman came and rang the bell.
He had a special delivery letter. My
sister signed for it.
b The postman came. He rang the bell.
He had a special delivery letter, which
my sister signed for.
« The postman came. He rang the bell
and had a special delivery letter. My
sister signed for it.
d When the postman came he rang the
bell. My sister then signed for the
special delivery letter which he had
brought. -LL.il*
113
115. What he needs most is self-confidence in
himself.
a Most of what he needs is self-confi
dence in himself.
b What he needs most is confidence in
himself.
e Self-confidence in himself is what he
needs the most.
«l Among his needs the most urgent is




Directions: All of the following sentences were
taken from a composition on "Rainy Days" which
contained four paragraphs, e, *, f, and K Mark as
indicated below the example, the letter which stands
for the topic of the paragraph in which that sen
tence should be included.
Paragraph Topics:
e How I Feel When I Get Up on a
Rainy Day
* Differences between Rainy Days of
Different Seasons
9 Some Good Things Rains Do for the
the Earth
h Some Interesting Things I Can Do on
Rainy Days
Example X: These are very good days
for mending the things I was too busy
to fix when I broke them. k X
If you are writing your answers in this test book
let, you would answer the above Example X by
writing an h on the line to the right as shown above;
but if you are using a special answer sheet, you
would answer the above item by marking under
the •« like this: e f g li
X» « ■■ t
•! I I
" " :' ■
116. That water which is not absorbed in the
ground finally runs into ponds, lakes,
rivers, and oceans, for which men have
found many uses.
117. Finally, and especially with friends at
your house, rainy days are splendid for
games of imagination and skill.
118. The walls and bars of the prison are the
blanket of wetness with which the clouds
have surrounded our house.
119. When I get up in the morning only to
find rain running down the window panes
and pelting the streets, I feel as if I
had been put in prison over night.
120. Winter rains if driven by a cold wind are
the most chilling, sometimes changing in
to sleet storms and covering the earth
with an icy coat.
121. The sentence I must serve in this prison
is Mother's answer, "No, you can't play
outside today."
122. Of course I know that rains are necessary









123. In the spring with the first thunder
showers rains seem more joyous.
124. In spite of the fact that I do not like
rainy days, I have found many interest




and dust from living
125. They clear and
they wash dirt
plants.
126. Summer rains are the best, for they are






rains promise change and the
of fruit and flowers, good t~
t and to see. /
with snow and other mois-






sible for plants and animals.
129. I can put ;i new tail on a kite, a new tip
on an arrow, re-tape a baseball bat, or
re-glue an airplane model.








133. Rains, in t!
warn us t
134. For these
ttting back into bed again. -^-
ays are not equally unpleas-
rains are often fun.
are the best for making new
like scout maps, school pro-
s of any sort, or doing car- I
• f L






at winter is coming soon.
2;ames the right place is an






Directions: The following four groups of sen-
paragraphs of a composition, "My
ragraph contains four sentences
which are presented in the wrong order. You are
to mark, as indicated below the example, the letter
which shows th
follows:
a for the Is
b for the 2n
e for the 3r
«J for the 4t
Read all four
you decide on tlteir correct order.
ing b, ci, c, a on t
but if you are
would answer t
the letters like t is:
abed
1 SI
right order of the sentences as
sentence of the paragraph
sentence of the paragraph
sentence of the paragraph
sentence of the paragraph
entences of each paragraph before
Sentences in Paragraph
1 hard enough to injure his
r. b 1
you do your part around
to stop carelessness?
s a type of accident which is
:able.










If you are wri
let, you would answer the above Example X by writ-
3
4
ing your answers in this test book
ie lines to the right as shown above;
sing a special answer sheet, you
e above items by marking under
abed abed n b c d
I 3 4 f
Paragraph I
135. The people who owned the mother dog
had to find homes immediately for the /
pups. _fil_18B
136. They gave Teddy Boy to my uncle who
brought the little fellow over to my house /|
that very evening. —w*i8«
137. My dog, Teddy Boy, was given to me by I
my uncle. _S_i87
138. Teddy's mother had been crushed by a












139. Over this frame he has a coat that is long L
and very thick, but not curly.
140. Teddy Boy is-now full-grown, a beautiful ,-i
creamy-white Samoyede. —3L140
141. Teddy's face, friendly and alert, and his
tail, curved over his back like a white
plume, are characteristic marks of this /}
splendid breed of dog. k
142. He stands about 28 inches high at the
shoulder, has strong legs, and a deep, />
nnwerfnl rhest. ——a*.po u c 14a
Paragraph III
During these baby days I kept his bed in
a box right by my bed at night, but in
the morning Mother always found him L
snuggled in my arms. —**-
Since Teddy Boy had not yet been
weaned when given to me, I fed him the
first few weeks from a baby's nursing
bottle.
When he grew older I built a kennel for
Teddy Boy in the backyard.
Although it wasn't my idea to put him I







He can, of course, shake hands and come L
when I call him.
His very best trick, though, is the wel
come he waits to give me at the corner J
every time I come home. _M_i48
Like every other boy's dog, mine is very
clever.
However, Teddy Boy also can pull a /}
wagon or a sled nicely. _k«£.i6«
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Part I. Purpose of the Test
The California Test of Personality has been design
ed to identify and reveal the status of certain highly
important factors in personality and social adjustment
usually designated as intangibles. These are the factors
that defy appraisal or diagnosis by means of ordinary
ability and achievement tests. Measurements of capa
city, skill, and achievement, important as they are, do
not constitute a complete picture of a functioning per
sonality. When the teacher has, in addition to the above,
evidences of a student's characteristic modes of response
in a variety of situations which vitally affect him as an
individual or as a member of a group, he can use this
more complete picture to guide him to better personal
and social adjustment.
From one standpoint, use of the term personality is
unfortunate. Personality is not something separate and
apart from ability or achievement but includes them; it
refers rather to the manner and effectiveness with which
the whole individual meets his personal and social prob
lems, and indirectly the manner in which he impresses
his fellows. The individual's ability and past achieve
ments are always an inevitable part of his current at
tempts to deal with his problems intelligently. Since
tests of ability and achievement are already available,
the term personality test (measure, inventory, or pro
file) has become attached to instruments for identifying
and evaluating the more intangible elements of total
complex patterns of feeling, thinking, and acting.
Insistence on respect for the "wholeness" of the ad
justing organism, or guidance of the whole student,
represents a major contribution of the modem
movement in education. This personality test is an
implement or tool through which the teacher can
more easily and effectively approach this desirable
goal.
Some of the distinctive features of the California
Test of Personality may be stated as follows:
1. The major purpose of the test is to reveal die
extent to which the student is adjusting to the prob
lems and conditions which confront him and is develop
ing a normal, happy, and socially effective personality.
2. The test is divided into two sections. The
'The authors take pleasure In acknowledging their indebtedness
to Dr. Elizabeth T. Sullivan and Dr. Welty Lefever for sug
gestions made during the development of this Manual of Direc
tions for teachers.
Copyright. 1942, California Test Bureau. Copyright under International Copyright Union.
All Bights Reserved under Pan-American Copyright Union. Published by California Test
Bureau. 5916 Hollywood Boulevard. Los Angeles 28. California. Printed In U. S. A.
purpose of Section 1 is to indicate how the student
feels and thinks about himself, his self-reliance, his es
timate of his own worth, his sense of personal freedom,
and his feeling of belonging. In this section the student
also reveals certain withdrawing and nervous tenden
cies which he may possess. Section 2 consists of social ad
justment components. Its purpose is to show how the
student functions as a social being, his knowledge of
social standards, his social skills, his freedom from anti
social tendencies, and his family, school, and commun
ity relationships.
An evaluation of these components discloses whether
or not the student's basic needs are being met in an
atmosphere of security and whether he is developing a
balanced sense of self-realization and social acceptance.
3. The diagnostic profile is so devised that it is
possible to compare and contrast the adjustment pat
terns and habits of each student with the characteristic
modes of response of large representative groups of sim
ilar students. The profile thus reveals graphically the
points at which a particular student differs from pre
sumably desirable patterns of adjustment and which
constitute the point of departure for guidance. No com
putations are necessary on the part of the teacher in
completing the profile.
4. This test is based upon a study of over 1000
specific adjustment patterns or modes of response to
specific situations which confront students of these
ages. Many of these items had previously been valid
ated by other workers. The items finally included in
the two sections of the test were selected on the basis
of:
a. Judgments of teachers and principals regarding
their relative validity and significance.
b. The reactions of students, expressing the ex
tent to which they felt competent and willing
to give correct responses.
c. A study of the extent to which student re
sponses and teacher appraisals agreed.
d. A study of the relative significance of items by
means of the bi-serial r technique.
5. In harmony with the generally recognized im
portance of a well balanced personality, the profile is
so devised as to reveal graphically when adjustment
in various situations is satisfactory, when it departs
significantly, and when characteristic patterns deviate
so far from typical adjustment that they indicate pos
sible or actual danger.
Part !l. Nature of the Test
The California Test of Personality is a teaching-
learning or developmental instrument primarily. Its
purpose is to provide the data for aiding students to
maintain or develop a sane balance between self and
social adjustment. Student reactions to items are
obtained, not primarily for the usefulness of total or
section scores, but to detect the areas and specific
types of tendencies to think, feel, and act which re
veal undesirable individual adjustments.1 Each
group of related unsatisfactory responses becomes in
a sense, therefore, a major objective of student
guidance. Part IX of this Manual presents methods
of classifying and treating such adjustment dif
ficulties. This is a unique feature of the test.
The fact that exactly six sub-tests appear in each
of the two sections of the test may erroneously sug
gest a purely arbitrary classification. Research began
with sixteen components, some of which had been at
least partially validated by other workers. Three of
these components subsequently disappeared while two
others were thrown together and treated as a single
component, leaving twelve in all. The use of exactly
fifteen items in each component is partially arbitrary
and resulted from the decision to develop a one-per
iod instrument. However, the final selection of items
in each component was based upon the relative sizes
of their bi-serial r's and the relative number of yes,
no, and omitted responses which they received in the
experimental tryout.
Although factor analysis studies of the data se
cured though the use of this test have been in pro
gress for many months, the factors extracted repre
sent a grouping of tendencies to act which vary con
siderably from the concepts which abound in the lit
erature on personality and with which teachers are
familiar.
From a practical operational standpoint arrived at
through experimental tryouts of the test, it has
seemed wise to retain familiar terminology in an or
ganization of components based on logical analysis,
experience, the judgments of workers in this field,
and a considerable number of statistical studies.
Factor analysis and other statistical studies are
continuing in the hope that as the nature of these
personality factors becomes better known to investi
gators and teachers alike, their component designa
tions and profile organization may increasingly ap
proach the realities which they seek to represent.
The differentiation of personality and social adjust
ment into twelve more or less well defined compo-
(Continued on page four)
1 The authors desire to emphasize at this point that a response
to a single item of the test abstracted from Its component setting
and its relationship to other components may be misleading.
Neither should the significance of a single deviation from what
Is typical for the larger group be overemphasized. Such devia
tions must be interpreted in the light of the drives and urges
which motivate them.
The authors are primarily interested in determining the seri
ousness of deviation from other group mores. They are not
Interested In measuring the extent to which such deviations
represent Internally consistent conduct on the part of students
who are significantly out of step with the group mores or stand
ards; most such deviations probably do represent definite at
tempts to maintain such consistency. The authors are Interested
rather in utilizing this factor of probable Internal consistency in
identifying the causes of deviation in behavior In order to pro
vide a basis for guiding students to better adjustment.
The teacher need not be worried because this changing com
plex of tendencies to feel, think, and act cannot be defined In
simple static terms, or because some traditional concepts of
alleged traits must be abandoned. Neither need the teacher
be perturbed because some of the concepts and techniques of
the present instrument represent departures from those utilized
In connection with ability and achievemet tests. So long as
the teacher can with reasonable success identify significant de
partures from typical adjustment patterns through the use of
norms or group tendencies, and deal with them in terms of
their most probable causes, philosophical arguments and de
bates can safely be left to those who are not so familiar with
what happens in the classroom.
This problem has been emphasized In a comprehensive man





ORGANIZATION OF THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY
nd
nt
1. Self Adjustment: Based on
feelings of personal security
2. Social Adjustment: Based on
feelings of social security
A. Self-reliance
B. Sense of Personal Worth
C. Sense of Personal Freedom
D. Feeling of Belonging
E. Freedom from Withdrawing Tendencies
F. Freedom from Nervous Symptoms
A. Social Standards
B. Social Skills











icnce—A student may be said to be self-
actual actions indicate that he can do
ently of others, depend upon himself in
and direct his own activitiej The
or girl is also characteristically stable
responsible in his behavior.an!
1B. Sense o: Personal Worth—A student possesses a
sense of being vrorthy when he feels he is well regard
ed by others, when he feels that others have faith in his
future success, and when he believes that he has average
or better than average ability. To feel worthy means to




in setting the _
Desirable freed
own friends and
Personal Freedom—A student enjoys a
when he is permitted to have a rea-
the determination of his conduct and
general policies that shall govern his life,
m includes permission to choose one's





get along well w
of his school.
if Belonging—A student feels Mat he
e enjoys the love of his family, the
)od friends, and a cordial relationship
eneral. Such a student will as a rule





IE. Withdrawing Tendencies—The student *rho is
said to withdraw r is the one who substitutes the joys
of a fantasy worl i for actual successes in real life. Such
a person is characteristically sensitive, lonely, and given
to self-concern. JNormal adjustment is characterized by
reasonable freedom from these tendencies.
1F. Nervous Symptoms—The student who is Uassi-
fied as having ne vous symptoms is the one who suffers
from.one or mo: e of a variety of physical symptoms
such as loss of appetite, frequent eye strain, inability to
sleep, or a tender cy to be chronically tired. Persons of
this kind may be ;xhibiting physical expressions of emo
tional conflicts.
Sti indards—The student who recognizes
andards is the one who has come to
ights of others and who appreciates
subordinating certain desires to the
needs of the group. Such a person understands what
is regarded as being right or wrong.
2B. Social Skills—A student may be said to be so
cially skillful or effective when he shows a liking for
people, when he inconveniences himself to be of
. assistance to them, and when he is diplomatic in his
dealings with both friends and strangers. The
socially skillful student subordinates his egoistic
tendencies in favor of interest in the problems and
activities of his associates.
2C. Anti-social Tendencies—A student would nor
mally be regarded as anti-social when he is given to
bullying, frequent quarreling, disobedience, and de-
structiveness to property. The anti-social person
is the one who endeavors to get his satisfactions
in ways that are damaging and unfair to others. Nor
mal adjustment is characterized by reasonable freedom
from these tendencies.
2D. Family Relations—The student who exhibits
desirable family relationships is the one who feels that
he is loved and well-treated at home, and who has a
sense of security and self-respect in connection with the
various members of his family. Superior family relations
also include parental control that is neither too strict
nor too lenient.
2E. School Relations—The student who is satisfac
torily adjusted to his school is the one who feels that his
teachers like him, who enjoys other students, and who
finds the school work adapted to his level of interest
and maturity. Good school relations involve the feel
ing on the part of the individual that he counts for some
thing in the life of the institution.
2F. Community Relations—The student who may
be said to be making good adjustments in his commun
ity is the one who mingles happily with his neighbors,
who takes pride in community improvements, and who
is tolerant in dealing with both strangers and foreign
ers. Satisfactory community relations include as well
the disposition to be respectful of laws and of regula
tions pertaining to the general welfare.
•The readers attention is called to the fact that thete components am
not names for so-called general traits. They are, rather, names for group
ings of more or less specific tendencies to feel, think, and act.
— 3 —
nents as a basis for diagnosis and guidance represents,
in itself, a wide departure as well as a significant chal
lenge for teachers. Such a treatment should result in an
increasingly sympathetic and intelligent handling of ad
justment problems.
Part III. Reliability
Certain outcomes such as knowledges, understand
ings, and skills, once attained, remain relatively stable
and tests designed to reveal their presence may possess
relatively high statistical reliability. The normal stu
dent, on the other hand, is a growing organism whose
integration must be preserved while his feelings, con
victions, and modes of behavior are changing in accord
ance with his experiences. Some of the items of this
test touch relatively sensitive personal and social
areas, and such student attitudes may change in a rel
atively short time. For these and other reasons, the
statistical reliability of instruments of this type
will sometimes appear to be somewhat lower than
that of good tests of ability and achievement.
However, the reliability of the California Test of
Personality does not suffer by comparison with many
widely used tests of mental ability and school achieve
ment. The following correlations were obtained with




Total Adjustment 931 19.9 3.5
Sec. 1. Self Adjustment.. .904 11.5 2.4
Sec. 2. Social Adjustm't .908 10.0 2.0
The correlation between Section 1 and Section 2,
.54, is sufficiently low to emphasize the desirability of
studying the student from the standpoint of both self
adjustment and social adjustment. The reliabilities of
the component tests vary from .60 to .87 and are thus
sufficiently high to locate more restricted areas of per
sonality difficulty. After these areas have been located,
the teacher may proceed to identify specific adjustment
difficulties as indicated in Part IX.
Part IV. Validity
The validity of any instrument is dependent not only
upon its intrinsic nature but also upon the manner in
which it is to be used. The latter point is an important
consideration in the validation of instruments in the
personality field. Among the factors of importance
that are related to the validity of the present test are
the following:
A. Selection of Items
B. The Personality Components
C. Test Item Disguise
D. Limitations
Each of these factors will receive brief consideration.
A. Selection of Items
Adequate selection of test items is, in general, the
best guarantee of the validity of any testing instrument.
Attention has already been called to the manner in
which reactions of students, teachers, and principals,
other tests, and statistical techniques were utilized in
the process of validation of the California Test of Per
sonality.
B. The Personality Components
The twelve components mentioned in Part I and
presented in Part II of this Manual represent func
tionally related groups of crucial, specific evidences of
personal or social adjustment; their names correspond
to some of the most important present-day person
ality adjustment concepts which are vital to normal
growth and development. The items of each com
ponent represent fundamental action patterns. The
obtained correlations among components emphasize
the unity or "wholeness" of normal individuals;
as would be expected, these personality components
are not mutually exclusive.
C. Test Item Disguise
The authors have been sensitive to the tendency of
some students to paint self-portraits which are better
than the originals. They have attempted to nullify
the effects of these tendencies in two ways; namely,
by disguising as many items as possible which might
conflict with the student's tendency to protect himself,
and by providing outside checking devices as indicated
in Part X.
The authors do not ask, "Do you play truant?" but
rather, "Are things frequently so bad at school that
you just naturally stay away?" They do not ask, "Do
you quarrel or are you quarrelsome?" but, "Does some
one at your home quarrel with you too much of the
time?" Such disguised items do not tempt the student
to detect their purpose by asking, "Are you too sensi
tive?" but instead ask, "Do you find many people in
clined to say and do things that hurt your feelings?"
In many such instances the facts about a student's
adjustment are not as important as the way he feels
and what he believes concerning them, since such be
liefs and feelings are frequently the keys to his intimate
personality status, as well as to his possible improve
ment.
D. Limitations
Practical considerations have limited the test to
one hundred and eighty items. Many others might have
been used to obtain a more complete sampling. How
ever, it is possible that a careful selection of items has
produced a relatively short instrument which is as
reliable and useful as one of greater length.
Language difficulties may affect the usefulness of
tests and personality profiles. In spite of the safeguards
used, the present test probably has not escaped the
influence of this shortcoming. The differing points of
view and attitudes of those who read the test items
will, no dout t, result in interpretations somewhat at
variance fron. those intended. The varying language
abilities of students may also produce discrepancies in
understanding and response. Changing attitudes and
a lack of self-knowledge are other problems which
must be facer. However, the authors have evaluated
the language Df these tests by means of the Lewerenz
Vocabulary Grade Placement Formula, teacher reac
tions, and stuilent responses, and have, in general, kept




V. The Integrated Personality
The authors wish to re-emphasize the desirability
and aiding the student in terms of ani g a me i ucm m i«uib v» •«
essential unity! of function and adjustment. For this
reason, interpretations of profile data should be made,
and plans for {personality improvement should be pro
jected, not on.y in terms of the testimony of the test
itself, but also in terms of the factors that are operat
ing to defeat alequate adjustment.
Mental deficiency or mental immaturity may be pro
ductive of mar y types of difficulties. Inability to read
or to succeed in some other type of school activity
may create conflicts which encourage the development
of various kinds of defense mechanisms. These diffi
culties frequently first come to the attention of the
teacher in such forms of misbehavior as negativism,
day-dreaming,] ego-centrism, or other unsatisfactory
detours around the problems of a too complex educa
tional environikent. Many of the apparently physical
difficulties of students have no observable physical
basis whatsoev:r but may result from unsatisfactory
efforts to solve conflicts which arise because school
activities are m t in harmony with their interests, needs,
and capacities.
It is desiraMe, therefore, that after the test has
revealed specific evidences of difficulty, the teacher view
the whole individual in his total environment, as far as
possible, before selecting and using the types of reme
dial activities described in Part IX of this Manual.
Part V
The student
There is no t;
should be perm
Directions for Administering
responses secured in this test are
designed to fu-nish diagnostic information regarding
various elements of personality and social adjustment.
It will be note! that, beginning on page 3, there are
twelve sections »vith a total of 180 questions. A list of
interests and activities is presented on page 2 of the
booklet. Students are to indicate the things they like
and the things they do after completing the test
questions.
me limit for the responses and students
itted to answer all items. Ordinarily




have lead pencils and a test book-
to be given students are in black type.
After identifying data are recorded on the front
page, state: Open your booklet and fold back the
page to page 2. (Ignore Interests and Activities for
the present. Demonstrate and be sure that students have
found page 2.)
Now look at the bottom where it says: "In
structions to Students." After each of the follow
ing questions, put a circle around the YES or NO.
(Illustrate circle on blackboard if necessary.) Do you
have a dog at home? Put a circle around the YES
or the NO. Now answer the other questions by
putting a circle around the YES or NO.
On the next pages are more questions. The
answers are not right or wrong, but show what
you think, how you. feel, or what you do about
things.
Go right on from one page to another until yog
have finished them all.
An Interests and Activities questionnaire is pro
vided on page 2. This may be given immediately fol
lowing completion of the test or at a later time, if
desired. The instructions are: The examiner is to
read the directions aloud and explain that students
are to draw a circle around "L" for things they like
or would like to do. They are to draw a circle
around "Z>" for the things they really do.
For use of the Interests and Activities questionnaire,
see Part XI of this Manual.
Instructions for giving the Test when the Special
Machine Scoring Answer Sheet is to be used. Read
the instructions given on this answer sheet. Do not
read the instructions on page 2 of the test booklet.
Part VI I. Directions for Scoring
Use the answer key which is furnished with the test
to determine desirable responses in each section of the
test. There are fifteen items in each sub-section and
the score for each column is the number of student
responses which conform with the answer key. Indicate
desirable responses with a C.
If erasures or changes are made, consider the intent
of the student.
If both YES and NO are marked, or if the answer
is omitted, no credit is given.
Needless to say, the scorer should be careful to use
the correct column of the answer key for each test
column.
Count the desirable student responses (number of
C's) and record the number on the dotted line at
the bottom of each column.
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Part VIII. Directions for Recording and Charting
Scores and Percentiles
The steps in recording and summarizing data on
the front page of the booklet are as follows:
1. Transfer the section scores of each of the
twelve sections to the right of the 15's in the column
headed "Student's Score."
2. Add the scores of Section I, A-F, to obtain the
Self Adjustment Score.
3. Add the scores of Sections II, A-F, to obtain
the Social Adjustment Score.
4. Add the Self Adjustment and the Social Ad
justment Scores to obtain the Total Adjustment
Score.
5. To determine percentile ranks for each section
and for total adjustment refer to the table of percentile
norms on the last page of this Manual. (See illustra
tion on page 7).
6. To prepare the chart on the right half of the
page, mark with an x the percentile rank for each
section and connect these x's with lines in Sec. 1 and
in Sec. 2. Also indicate with an x the percentile rank
for total adjustment.
Directions for interpretation of these data and for
student guidance are given in Part IX. Briefly, it
may be stated that maladjustment in the various com
ponents is indicated when the student's score is among
the lower percentiles, or when the percentile graph
tends to the left.
In the event that the examiner believes there are
serious divergencies in the profile from observed be
havior, read the comments in Part X.
Part IX. Directions for Interpreting Profiles and
Guiding Adjustment Activities
A. Student Adjustment a Problem for All Teachers
Examination of the completed profiles for the stu
dents of a class will usually reveal the fact that the
need for assistance in improving personality and social
adjustment is not restricted to a limited number of
"problem" students; instead, the impact and interaction
of environmental factors with individual needs and
desires creates some adjustment problems for all.
These adjustment problems vary in complexity. The
great majority of them are probably unfortunate habit
patterns of feeling and action which must be changed.
Others have their origin in physical difficulties which
must be relieved or corrected before re-education is
possible. Actual or virtual mental deficiency may ac
count for others. An appreciable number of problems
undoubtedly arise from deep-seated conflicts which
must be detected and brought to light. These conflicts
may result from such factors as feelings of insecurity,
real or fancied injury to the individual or to others,
and to lack of successful achievement either in or out
of school. In some instances lack of adjustment may
be evidence of actual or incipient mental disorders
which teachers may learn to recognize even though
they are not qualified to attempt to treat them.
In the past we have emphasized the achievement
of such more or less academic outcomes as knowledges,
appreciations, attitudes, and skills for all students in
proportion to their capacities and needs. A better un
derstanding of the nature of the student and his prob
lems now leads us in a similar manner to recognize and
to meet his needs for assistance in personality develop
ment and social adjustment. Just as the teacher peri
odically combines the results of informal observation
and tests to evaluate academic achievement, she may now
combine informal observation, the testimony of the
profile, and other types of evidence to determine indi
vidual success or need for assistance in personality
problems and social adjustment difficulties.
B. Studying the Profile
The profile (personality picture) has been divided
into twelve aspects or components because these seem
to represent the most important identifiable personality
and social adjustment areas. An attempt has been
made to give these components names which corre
spond in a general way to behavior concepts with which
teachers are already familiar. Please note that com
ponents IE, IF, and 2C represent undesirable ten
dencies. The test is so devised, however, that a high
score means a favorable score, and is to be interpreted
as freedom from withdrawing tendencies, nervous symp
toms, and anti-social tendencies.
Each component (self-reliance, for instance) is com
posed of fifteen personal questions yielding evidences
of the presence or absence of an adjustment problem
of its kind. From the profile the teacher first dis
covers the components, if any, in which a given student
deviates seriously from young people in general. Such
components may next be examined to discover specific
answers which reveal lack of adjustment.
In general, study of the profile results may consist
of the following steps:
1. Determining the number of students who
deviate seriously in each component. This informa
tion will reveal what component areas constitute ad
justment problems for the group as a whole.
2. Determining the specific items of each of the
above components which are giving difficulty. These
specific difficulties may then be treated as specific class
adjustment problems.
3. Studying the individual profiles which deviate
markedly from the general class problems and deter
mining the specific difficulties of each such student.
4. Studying the students' records of interests and
activities, both for possible causes of difficulty and for
clues to appropriate remedial treatment.
C. General Principles of Method
In the past it has been a too common practice, in
giving various personality inventories and interest
blanks, to note total or partial scores and then to file
these results for future action, which rarely materi
alized. It has been the purpose of the authors of the














(Chart student's percentile rank here)
1. Self A justment
A. Self-reliance
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ifile of Helen Smith reveals that she
e 25 percentile in self adjustment
she surpasses about one-fourth and
three-fourths of the students on
whom the percentile norms of this test are based.
Her social adjustment is slightly below average (40
percentile) but iot necessarily at a desirable stand
ard.
Helen appears to have an adequate knowledge of
social standards and is reasonably well adjusted in
family and community relationships. She is also
relatively free frjm antisocial tendencies and from
nervous symptoms which might have indicated
emotional confli-.ts.
On the other uand, Helen is decidedly lacking in
social skills and in adjustment in school relation
ships. An inspec
these component
tion of the particular situations in
s in which she reports feelings and
actions of an unsatifactory nature may provide
clues to her difficulty. On the self-adjustment side,
40 50
PERCENTILE
Helen is also very low in her sense of personal worth
and feeling of belonging. These difficulties are ac
companied by a serious tendency to withdraw from
reality and to secure personal satisfactions through
the substitution of fantasies for successes in real life.
The profile as a whole suggests decided lack of
success in attaining security and favorable recogni
tion, particularly in school situations. It would seem
that special attention to the development of social
skills and the provision of opportunity for success
might readily remedy a situation which if not ade
quately met, may lead to more serious difficulties.
An examination of the specific item answers, par
ticularly in those areas in which the percentile rank
is low, will reveal the responses which resulted in the
unsatisfactory ratings secured. These responses
should then be analyzed and interpreted in relation
to the recommended plan of treatment given in
Part IX of the Manual of Directions.
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California Test of Personality to create an instrument
which will implement the desire of teachers to direct
learning and adjustment in harmony with the major
objectives of modern education. In other words, the test
represents a means by which teachers can more easily
and effectively translate their desires to aid students
into actual accomplishments.
The modern curriculum emphasizes the democratic
ideal of learning and adjustment through freedom and
direction. Since it is often the only part of the per
son's environment which may be specifically planned to
meet his interests and needs in the light of capacities,
the curriculum may well be regarded as a crucial factor
in the development of symmetrical, effective, and well-
balanced personalities.
In general, the improvement of personality and
social adjustment consists of learning to substitute
better responses for unsatisfactory or inadequate reac
tions in the concrete types of situations in which the
student experiences adjustment difficulties. This means
that the point of departure in aiding students to make
better adjustments should be by way of an attack on
the particular difficulties revealed by the test.
There are two major approaches, with their many
variations, in the matter of student adjustment
methodology. These contrasting approaches may,
as a matter of convenience, be called the direct and
the indirect. In the former the student is informed
and understands the pur-pose of the activities in
which he engages and may thus be led to cooperate
voluntarily. By the latter method, the student is
led to engage in or refrain from activities and to
clarify errors of feeling or thinking which will im
prove his outlook without being made conscious of
the process itself. This technique is somewhat anal
ogous to that of obtaining correct expression in
English by asking appropriate questions. Where the
cause or contributing factor in maladjustment has
been the teacher or a parent, care must be exercised
in the use of the direct method. In such an instance,
both the teacher and the parent should take a less
evident part in remedial measures.
Teachers should exercise the greatest care in dis
tinguishing between symptoms and causes of person
ality difficulty. In identifying types of maladjustment
and planning remedial activity, the teacher must not
lose sight of the danger of regarding symptoms as basic
causes of personality disturbance and of attempting
to remedy these difficulties by the mere elimination of
symptoms. Causes of maladjustment frequently lie
deeply imbedded in the emotional life of the student
and can be identified only by careful and painstaking
diagnostic study.
Remedial activity or treatment may for -convenience
be classified into six types, as follows:
1. Personality exercises and practice. This type
of treatment is particularly useful for changing unde
sirable habit patterns. Examples of such patterns
abound in the self-reliance and social skills components
of the test.
2. Correcting erroneous beliefs and attitudes. Such
attitudes occur in components dealing with knowledge
of social standards, sense of worth, feeling of belong
ing, sense of freedom, and in many family, school,
and community relationships.
3. Dealing with unfavorable environmental con
ditions. Frequently the student could adjust satisfac
torily except for certain factors in his home, school,
or community environment. A change in attitude or
activity on the part of teachers, parents, or neighbors
frequently aids in the solution of a difficult problem.
4. Modifying undesirable forms of attempted ad
justment. The treatment in this form of disturbance
constitutes a different type of procedure. The mal
adjustments in question are illustrated in the anti-social
and withdrawing tendency components.
5. Elimination of physical and nervous difficulties.
These difficulties are fairly objective and easily recog
nized. They are sampled in the nervous tendency com
ponent. They may require medical attention and
treatment. Their elimination may, however, involve
considerable mental hygiene work with the student
afflicted.
6. The recognition and recording of apparent
mental disorders. Many students, at one time or an
other, appear to be egoistic and conceited; often they
give evidence of being unduly suspicious. But when
these and other more or less common, yet undesirable,
adjustment tendencies become habitual or extreme,
they may lead to serious mental disorders.
It is apparent that no one component of the test
should be treated as a completely independent unit in
personality. Neither should re-education activities be
planned without reference to all other components.
In addition, such sources of information as school
records of ability, interests, and achievement, as well
as other facts regarding home, out-of-school activities,
and the like, should be investigated in difficult cases.
There are two basic principles which must be
observed regardless of what method of treatment is
indicated.
1. The maladjusted student must often have some
thing definite done for him before he can help himself.
Often positive social adjustments cannot be made until
self-confidence and feelings of personal security are re
stored. Thus it is important that teachers attempt to
determine the underlying causes of observed difficulties.
2. Adjustment problems should be broken into their
simpler elements in order that improvement activities
may be chosen with due regard to the needs and prog
ress of the student. When the student does not seem
sufficiently challenged by the methods utilized, the
teacher may safely suggest more stimulating activities;
but if the student fails in his efforts it may be necessary
for the teacher to retrace her steps and break down the
problem into its simpler phases.
The teacher should show the student that learning
to deal with one's self and with others in an intelligent,
sympathetic, and many-sided manner is one of the most
important ways to attain happiness and success in life.
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Space will not permit a separate illustration for each
component of the profile; instead, six illustrations of
these six approaches to improvement will be given.1
D. Illustrative Examples and Suggestions for Treatment
1. Situations Aided by Practicb
Component 1A: Developing Self-reliance.
Form A, Item 4: Is it hard for you to continue with
your work whlen it becomes difficult?
A student is self-reliant if he performs many acts in
a way that ind icates an inner feeling of assurance and
security. If h< is unable to perform these acts in this
manner he is st id to lack self-reliance. The basic prin
ciple of imprcvement, therefore, consists of creating
confidence and effecting improvement through sym
pathetic and ir telligent planning of definite situations









deviates sufficiently in this component
the profile) to warrant special atten-
of difficulty should be noted.
successful attack consists of five steps:
must be sure of the teacher's sym-
2. The stud ent must feel sure that the teacher un
derstands his difficulty.
3. Consideration of the problem must develop a
feeling of security and a desire to improve on the part
of the student. "[The seriousness of difficulties should not
be overemph
4. In the light of available knowledge about the
student and of the seriousness of his adjustment diffi
culties, the teacher must break down his problems into
their appropriats elements.
5. The teacher must guide the student in a gradu
ated series (frori easy to more difficult) of adjustment
activities which challenge but do not defeat him.
Assume for example that a student finds it difficult
to talk in class. Some or all of the following steps may
be used to aid him. The extent to which these need to
be utilized deper ids on the seriousness of his disability.
a. Before tie class hour begins, tell the student
that he will be asked a question, the correct













tep a utilizing single word answers
I answers) given him beforehand un-
nssponds confidently and until the
of the class expect him to answer.
'Teachers who desire to make a more comprehensive study of
adjustment problens are referred to the following works:
V"%Pei.h. p- ?S'cl 'Otop1001 Foundations of Personality. New
York: McGraw-Hill 3ook Company, 1938; Tlegs, E. W. and Katz,
a wr—*.i n«^™» J^ E(tacaaoll, New York. Tbe Ronald Press
', P. A., Skinner, C. E. and others. Mental
, ducatSon. New York: Farrar and Rlnehart,
iF. Psychology of Adjustment. Boston:
pany, 1936; and Rlvlin. H. N. Education
"ork: D. Appleton-Century Company, 1936.
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c. Tell the student before class what questions he
will be asked. Be sure that the questions are
simple, that they require little talking, and that
he knows the answers.
d. Without previous arrangement, ask the stu
dent questions which it is certain he can answer.
e. Ask the student to make a simple report from
notes.
f. Ask for a simple report without notes.
g. Continue to increase the complexity of the tasks
until the student does as well as can be ex
pected.
h. If the student fails at any point, ignore the fail
ure, and repeat the previous step or steps until
he appears ready to progress.
The following is another example: Assume that the
student finds it very difficult to meet or introduce peo
ple.^ Among the steps which will aid him are the fol
lowing procedures:
a. The teacher (or someone else) tells the stu
dent the name, as well as some interesting fact,
about the person who is to be introduced. The
teacher has him repeat the name and suggests
a question or comment for him to make in start
ing the conversation. The student meets the
stranger and starts the conversation.
b. The teacher emphasizes the desirability of giv
ing attention to the other person's name when
being introduced. The student is told several
things about a new person, but not his name.
The student uses the name of the person when
acknowledging the introduction and begins a
conversation.
c. The teacher informs the student that he is to
meet another teacher, student, banker, or some
other person. She requests him to think of some
thing interesting to say. When introduced, the
student repeats the name of the other person
and starts a conversation.
d. The teacher asks the student to make a list of
things which different people might be interest
ed in at various social functions. She asks such
questions as, "If you met Mr. Black, editor of
one of our local newspapers and parent of an
other student in this school, what would you
talk about?"
e. Continue planning and practice until the stu
dent adjusts as well as appears possible.
2. Erroneous Beliefs and Attitudes
Component ID: Feeling of Belonging
Form A, Item 60: Do you feel that people usually
think well of you ?
Assume that a student answered "No" to this ques
tion. The fact that he may be wrong as shown by
later investigation does not change the unfavorable in
fluence of his belief or attitude. It is necessary in some
way, through explanation or evidence actually to change
the attitude of this student before the influence of the
erroneous belief can be eliminated.
An approach characterized by sympathetic interest
and understanding on the part of the teacher, and a
knowledge on the part of the student that the teacher
is not judging or accusing but simply explaining, will
often eliminate the problem.
The general method of approach in handling these
erroneous beliefs and attitudes which are responsible
for another large proportion of adjustment difficulties
may be stated as follows:
1. Determine whether or not the student is right
in his beliefs or attitudes.
2. If it is found that he is mistaken, explain his
difficulties and show him his errors.
3. If the student is not convinced ask him to keep a
record of his specific "weaknesses and illnessess" (or
other erroneous beliefs). The mere keeping of a record
will often convince him of his error.
4. If the student keeps a record of actual instances
of weaknesses and illnesses and they appear to uphold
his belief, the teacher must often readjust her first judg
ment. If, however, she is still convinced that the student
is wrong, it is advisable to gather similar evidence re
garding the extent to which other students face and
meet the same problem. In the present instance it would
be a record of the extent to which other students ex
hibited the same weaknesses and illnesses. If this evi
dence shows that the status of the student in question is
typical, he no longer has any justification for his at
titude.
5. If the student still persists in his belief, it may
be based on other factors. Search should be made for
evidence of conflicts in other components, for excessive
feelings of inferiority, for difficulties in his record of
ability and achievement.
6. If investigation proves that the student was right
to begin with and that the evidence he gathered seems
to uphold his point of view, the handling of his prob
lem requires the modification of his activities to suit his
physical condition and may be carried on in accordance
with the procedures outlined in our next remedial sec
tion (No. 3) dealing with unfavorable environmental
conditions.
It is rarely necessary to go into such detail with
single evidences of difficulty and then usually only
when the student deviates markedly in the component
in question from the general pattern of most persons
as revealed by the profile. But if students are more
important than subjects, equipment, and time schedules,
the wise teacher will be willing to go into this detail
in order that they may be properly oriented and as
sisted in their efforts to make successful adjustments.
The same approach with appropriate modifications
may be used in other similar types of difficulty.
3. Dealing. With Unfavorable
Environmental Conditions
Component 2E: School Relations
Form A, Item 151: Are some of your subjects so
difficult that you may be in danger of failing?
Component 2D: Family Relations
Form A, Item 145: Do the members of your family
seem to criticize you a lot?
Assume that the student answers "Yes" to both of
these and similar questions and that he is right in his
beliefs. In both these instances something should be
done. In the first case, the school has the major respon
sibility, and in the second, the problem is one for the
home.
The school has long been aware of the first problem
but only recently has it been possible to approach the
solution for it with a rational and defensible plan. The
mental age or intelligence quotient of a student re
veals neither the cause n6r the method of prevention
of failure; neither does it reveal the worry and strain
to which his personality is being subjected. The stu
dent should be shown an analysis of his learning diffi
culties, given some reduction in amount of work, and
any other kind of treatment necessary to the develop
ment of a feeling of security. He must be put on a basis
of equality with those who happen to be so constituted
that they fit well into the program as it exists. In
short, the school program should fit his maturity level.
Sometimes this ideal requires a distinct change in teach
er attitudes and procedures.
The second problem is more time consuming but just
as important. It usually involves contact with indi
vidual parents and great tact is sometimes necessary
to make them understand how they are defeating their
own purposes and failing as parents when they destroy
the feeling of security and the hope necessary for per
sonal growth and adjustment on the part of their
children.
After the problems for a schoolroom or for a whole
school have been tabulated from the profile answers,
the most general difficulties can be handled by principal
and teachers in informal talks to students. These prob
lems may also be made the subject of parent-teachers'
and mothers' club meetings. Frequently outside speak
ers can be used to advantage after they have been in
formed of the major adjustment problems which exist
in a particular group.
In addition to this general approach, the following
technique will be found useful in handling individual
parents:
1. Meet parents casually and "size them up." Try
to determine what personality characteristics they ex
hibit.
2. If they appear to be intelligent, understanding,




for them to do in changing the student's







parents are unfriendly, indifferent, or
jtherwise unfavorable, they must be in-
through P. T. A. or other meetings and







fa mily, is cooperative but unconvinced, at
tire parents keep a record for a short time
instaices in which they exhibit the attitude
dis ouraging to the student.
necessary that the parent admit his5. It
error, if he is iiji error, or that the student be made to
in case the parent is right. Merely
raising the question, dealing with it objectively so far
as the facts of the case will permit, and discussing the
difficulties and their implications is as far as the teach
er can usually g). This procedure will, however, often
improve the situation considerably, if not entirely elim
inate the difficul y. Furthermore, the teacher frequent
ly can compensate for the ill effects of the parents' treat
ment by giving the student the feeling of self-respect
and security which he so much needs.
The specific cifficulties mentioned above are repre
sentative of a Urge class for which the same general










131: Do you often have to quarrel
o get your rights?
Withdrawing Tendency
9: Do you find many people inclined
gs to hurt your feelings?
art, individuals tend to scare, push,
and otherwise mistreat younger or
girls because of inner feelings of in-
f ego recognition. The sufferer tries
If that he is not inferior to others,
anti-social way of attempting to
feeling of weakness.
iw from their problems and are char-
imid, sensitive, suspicious, and given
ibout their troubles for much the
li persons tend to give up the bat-
ly-dreams are but substitute ave-
•f being considered successful and
hdrawing tendency is considered
leads to a disinclination to ad-
and to society in general.
Form A, Item












tie of life; their .
nues to the goal
worthy. The w
serious because
just to real peop!
Some students ^ill give a large number of "yes"
answers. Such responses are indicative of the need for
a deeper feeling of i security.
1. Develop the best teacher-student relationship
possible. Let the teacher lose no opportunity to con
vince the student of her sympathetic understanding.
2. Whenever possible, give the student ego-satisfy
ing responsibilities such as policing school halls, acting
as club or group leader, or assisting in other school re
sponsibilities. Care must be observed to assign respon
sibilities which the maladjusted student can and will
carry successfully and which will not be resented by
other students.
3. Adjust regular school tasks and activities to the
needs and capacities of the student. Make a complete
and detailed analysis of his difficulties and work with
him until he wins success, with its attendant satisfac
tion, within the limits of his possibilities.
4. The major objective in this instance is adjust
ment and success within the student's own limitations,
and not conformity to standards, some of which his
limitations will prevent him from attaining. The teach
er must find a sufficient number of activities in which
the student can thus be successful if she is to provide
the necessary feelings of security and relieve him of
the necessity of maintaining his ego by anti-social or
withdrawing behavior.
5. Dealing With Nervous Symptoms
Component IF: Nervous Symptoms
Form A, Item 78: Do you have the habit of biting
your fingernails often?
Form A, Item 81: Do you suffer often from annoy
ing eye strain?
Form A, Item 82: Is it hard for you to sit still?
Some of these symptoms, such as lack of appetite, eye
strain, dizzy spells, headaches, and chronic fatigue
may be due to physical disorders, and should thus be
diagnosed and treated by an authorized physician.
Many physical symptoms of this kind, however, are
caused by feelings of insecurity and by emotional con
flicts.
Students suffering from these nervous difficulties are
usually unhappy in their homes, without good friends,
lacking in social skills, and very much inclined to util
ize their energy in self-concern and self-pity. Psycho
logically, the chief difficulty with such unfortunate boys
and girls is that their attention is centered upon their
own troubles rather than upon the interesting things
that are going on around them. This is usually caused
by the fact that these students have for years been
frustrated in their efforts to secure the response and
recognition from parents and others that provides the
much coveted feeling of being wanted, of being con
sidered worthy and successful. Thus these neurotic
individuals are maladjusted in both the self and the
social phases of life.
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The following methods of handling difficulties of
this kind are recommended:
1. Examine the student's health record in the nurse's
or physician's file. If the record is old or otherwise
unsatisfactory, or no record of a physical examina
tion is available, such an examination should be re
quested.
2. If the examination record appears to reveal any
evidence of a physical basis for nervous tendencies,
the student should be referred to a physician for
treatment.
3. If the physician reports no physical basis for
adjustment difficulties the most probable cause of these
nervous symptoms is similar to the major cause of anti
social behavior and withdrawing tendencies; namely,
the lack and need of a feeling of adequate personal
security.
4. Provide the appreciation, approval, and ego sat
isfactions that the individual craves as recommended
for the anti-social behavior and withdrawing tendencies,
but with the following modification: endeavor to re
store hope and confidence before attempting to delegate
responsibilities. This may be done by setting up con
ditions which tend to guarantee recognized success m
school and elsewhere.
5. Students exhibiting nervous symptoms are aided
by physiological as well as psychological relaxation.
Teachers should avoid putting them in tension-produc
ing situations. Excessive self-concern must gradually
be replaced by satisfying experiences with others if nerv
ous tensions are to be relieved.
6. The Beta hypothesis (negative practice) tech
nique, as developed by Dunlap, is good for nervous
tics. In other words, actually practicing a periodic
closing of the eyes, muscle tremor, or other nervous
tic aids in gaining conscious control over it and thus
assists in its elimination. Such practice should, how
ever, be directed by a psychologist, or a teacher who
has been specially trained.
6. Dealing With Mental Disorders
In general, mental disorders may be considered ex
treme and persistent deviations from normal adjust
ment. From the standpoint of the teacher there would
be reason to suspect such a case when long and persist
ent treatment with one or more of the first five treat
ment types was unsuccessful. However, the lack of
teacher success is not proof of mental disorder. Under
no circumstances should teachers suggest the existence
of such a disorder. They should first of all seek the
cooperation of the parents. If the student is referred to
a psychiatrist or a clinic the teacher should give as ob
jectively as possible the data which she has gathered
and the treatment which she has attempted, and then
cooperate with the psychiatrist or agency which is tak
ing over the treatment of the case.
It should be recognized, however, that some students
display the early symptoms of what is in legal terms
called "insanity" under the very eyes of the teacher.
Many of these unhappy youths are no doubt disinte
grating in their emotional life due to excessive frustra
tion and the constant presence of hostility. Certainly
an appreciable fraction of this group could be assisted
to better adjustment if their difficulties were detected
and treated in time.
At any rate, there is danger that teachers untrained
in mental hygiene matters will overlook symptoms of
grave significance in the behavior of their charges. As
a prominent psychologist recently commented, it is a
matter of no small import that some teachers, as well as
parents, permit children to manifest symptoms of psy
chosis (insanity) that may later become decidedly ser
ious, without doing anything about them until it is too
late. As an example, the student who is conceited and
egoistic, who displays a superficial attitude in his rela
tions to other people, and who is markedly suspicious
may be developing the form of insanity called paranoia
(a psychosis characterized by attitudes of conceit and
grandeur and by systematic delusions of persecution).
E.' Conclusions on Student Adjustment
Finally, the teacher should realize that students do
not group themselves into personality types and that
patterns of malajustment often include disturbances in
several of the components that have been included in
the profile. A student may, and probably usually will,
need assistance in several of the areas of possible dis
turbance. A student who lacks self-reliance may have
erroneous attitudes, may be out of harmony with school
and home regulations, and may be decidedly inclined to
be anti-social in his relations to others. Malajustments
are not confined to types; they present a variety of symp
toms that may pervade many areas of both self adjust
ment and social adjustment.
Because all aspects of personality are closely inter
locked or integrated, remedial treatment that develops
self-reliance may also eliminate anti-social behavior.
And a change in environment that stimulates the with
drawing Person to attack his problems may bring about
a reduction in nervous symptoms as well. In short,
sympathetic help that enables an unhappy student to
find self-realization and to develop generous social at
titudes will tend to help him achieve that balance of
personality that makes for good life adjustment.
Part X. Directions for Checking Profiles Which
Appear to Diverge from Observed
Student Adjustment
If a student appeared ill or dsturbed when re
sponding to the questions of the test he should be
given an opportunity to repeat the exercise at a more
favorable time.
If lack of reading ability was a disturbing factor the
teacher may give and interpret orally such parts of
the test as appear to be in conflict with her observations.
If it appears that the student has consciously mis
represented himself, a number of checks are possible
with most of the items:
1. Other teachers familiar with the student may be
asked to respond to the items in question.
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2. A few students may be asked to complete pro
files for each |other, including the student under ex
amination. I
3. After the parents have been appraised of the
nature and objectives of the test, they may be
asked to complete the items in question.
4. The stu ent may be requested to repeat his per
formance at ar other time.
5. The tea&er may keep a record of careful, sys
tematic observs tion over a sufficiently extended period
















remembered that not many such prob-
The major purpose of the test is to
lal or incipient difficulties of normal
order to aid them in making better ad-
when apparent discrepancies arise be-
responses and teacher observations it is
[etermine the facts in order that remedial
be intelligently directed. The teacher
st her informal opinions too far; evi-
Jie test will usually be much more
lermore, it must be remembered that
:imes stimulate unnecessary malad-
:heir unjustifiable unfavorable atti-
both individual students and whole
trus
some
Part XI. Interests and Activities
The Interests and Activities questionnaire (page 2
of test booklet] is not a part of the test proper and
k not scored or charted on the first page profile as
are the twelve adjustment components. The teacher
will find it profitable to study the responses in this In
terests and Activities questionnaire for students
whose percentilc profiles are low or to the left in any
of the twelve components, and for others about whom
additional infor nation is desired.
questionjnaire yields four types of information
interests and activities: (1) The things
, or would like very much to do, but
The things the student likes, or would
actually does; (3) The things which
not like, or does not wish to do, but




does not do; (2,













as she can obta
it and activity items are divided into
imarily individual nature (Items 1-46)
that are predominantly social (Items
each of these two groups the items
the general order of the amount of ac-
beginning with the more passive or
md advancing to those involving more
participation.
After the teacher has identified the component or
components in which a student appears to be experi-
s, and has reviewed such other data
i regarding such factors as health, at
tendance, ability, and achievement, she should ex
amine the student's responses to the Interests and
Activities questionnaire.
A study of the questionnaire will still further en
large the teacher's understanding of a student's per
sonality, lend additional assistance in determining the
cause or causes of his difficulty, and provide clues for
planning remedial work. Among other facts the
teacher should endeavor to determine why the stu
dent fails to do things that he would enjoy doing
but does not do, why he does not like some of the
things he does do, and whether or not anything
can be done to bring about a better adjustment in
the interests and activities field.
In general, a wide range of interests and activities
is evidence of good adjustment; a narrow range in this
respect may be indicative of actual or potential malad
justment. Therefore, a basic principle in dealing with
most adjustment difficulties of this type is that of stim
ulating individual and social interests, and encouraging
the student to become more active in such interests and
activities as may be suited to his degree of physical, so
cial, and mental maturity.
Part XII. Administrative Uses
Although this test has been designed primarily to aid
teachers in detecting and dealing with adjustment prob
lems, its usefulness is not confined to the individual
classroom.
The normative data, or scores on the various sections
of the test, should be summarized on the blanks pro
vided in order that they may supply administrative of
ficers with information regarding the adequacy of per
sonal and social adjustment in:
1. Single classes in a given school
2. Individual schools
3. The whole school system
If the majority of self adjustment scores for a school
or school system are low, it may indicate that the edu
cational procedures in vogue are too formal or tradi
tional and that more informal activities should be un
dertaken. If scores on freedom from withdrawing
tendencies, freedom from nervous symptoms, and free
dom from anti-social tendencies are low, it may indi
cate that the course of study materials are too difficult
for student capacities. Such a situation might well be
investigated. Low scores on social standards or social
skills suggest the desirability of more emphasis on as
pects of social training, etiquette, and attitude building
which, in some school systems, are not regarded as being
a part of the regular curriculum. Low scores on the
community relations section of the test may indicate too
little stress on school-community relations and suggest
more emphasis on interpreting the activities and needs
of the community in terms that students can com
prehend.
Unsatisfactory school and school district trends re
vealed by percentile summaries are to be regarded as
the points of departure for investigating the need or
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desirability of modification in the objectives, mater
ials, and procedures of the curriculum.
Teachers, supervisors, and administrators should be
alert to the opportunities which are provided in the
school environment for setting up stimulating situa
tions that may act as important factors in the processes
of student adjustment. The school provides many
normal situations in which there are opportunities for
social interaction, wholesome conflicts and accommoda
tions, applications of social controls, exercise of leader
ship, and acceptance of responsibilities. These facilities
should be inventoried, utilized, and when necessary,
modified to harmonize with such objectives and pro
cedures as are requisite to the development of well-
adjusted and effective personalities.
A careful analysis of the available opportunities for
personality development and their constructive utiliza
tion in the problem of student adjustment is the privi
lege and opportunity of all who are engaged in con
ducting the Nation's educational program.
Part XIII. Percentile Norms
The percentile norms provided on the last page of
this Manual were derived from test data for students
in grades nine to fourteen inclusive in different schools
in and near Los Angeles, California. A percentile may
be described as a point on a 100 point scale which gives
the per cent of scores which fall below that particular
percentile. For example, a student whose score falls
at the 35 percentile point exceeds 35 per cent of the
students on whom the test was standardized; such
a score may also be interpreted to mean that this





CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY—SECONDARY SERIES
PERCENT!IE NORMS
Percentiie; 1 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 99
1- 37- 46- 53- 56- 59- 62- 65- 67- 69- 71 72 73 74 75 76 77- 79- 81- 83- 89-
Sec. 1. Self Adjustment....Score: 36 45 52 55 58 61 64 66 68 70 78 80 82 88 90
1- 39- 55- 58- 62- 65- 67- 69- 71- 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82- 84- 89-
Ssc. 2. Social Adjustment-Score: 38 54 57 61 64 66 68 70 72 83 88 90
1- 75- 100- 110- 117- 123- 128- 133- 137- 141- 144- 146- 148- 150- 152- 154- 156- 159- 162- 166- 178-
Total Adjustment Score: 74 99 109 116 122 127 132 136 140 143 145 147 149 151 153 155 158 161 165 177 180
ile: 1 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75.80 85 90 95 99
Self Adjustment
SUB-SECTION SCORES
Score: 12 3 4
PERCENT! LES
5 6 7 8 9 11 12 13 14 15
1-A Self-reliance
1-B Sense of Personal Worth
1-C Sense of Personal Freedom


















































5 10 20 35 50 65 80 95
5 5 10 20 30 45 70 90
5 10 15 20 30 45 70 90
10 15 25 35 50 65 80 95
15 30 45 55 65 75 85 95
1 1 1 5 10 25 45 70 90
5 5 10 20 40 55 75 90 99
5 5 10 20 30 50 70 90 99
5 5 10 20 30 45 60 80 95
5 10 15 25 45 60 75 90 99
5 5 10 20 35 50 70 85 99
1 4 6 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
DIRECTIONS: To find the percentile value of self, social, or total adjustment score—use the upper table, locate the score, and read the percentile above or below the heavy black lines.
Thus a score of 135 in total adjustment has a percentils value of 35. To find the percentile value of a component' or sub-section score—use the lower table, locate the score above or
below the black lines, and read Hie percentile opposite the appropriate component. Thus a score of 11 in the self-reliance component has a percentile value of 70. See also description of







CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY—SECONDARY, FORM A
A PROFILE OF PERSONAL AND SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT






















































(Chart student's percentile rank here)
1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 99
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INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
First look at each thing in this test. Make a circle around the L for each thing that you






















































































































































































Go to a circus
Sing in a chorus
Sing in a glee club









Play in an orchestra
Go to church socials
Go to parties
Go to dances
Be an officer of a club
Be a class officer
Go camping
I SECTION 1 A
1. Do you usually do something
about it if someone steps in
front of you in line? YES NO
2. Is t easy for you to introduce
or be introduced to people? YES NO
3. Do you find it hard to keep
from being bossed by people? YES NO
4. Is ii: hard for you to continue
with your work when it be-
comfes difficult? YES NO
5. Do you give considerable
thought to your future work
or career? YES NO
6. Do you usually get upset when
things go wrong? YES NO
7. Is it hard for you to go on
with your work if you do not
get enough encouragement? YES NO
8. Do you usually do things that
are good for you even if you
do ndt like them? YES NO
9. Is it hard for you to admit it
when you are in the wrong? YES NO
10. Is it easier to do things that
your friends propose than to
make your own plans? YES NO
11. Do you feel uncomfortable
when you are alone with im
portant people? YES NO
12. Do you prefer to keep your
feeling:; to yourself when things
go wrong? YES NO
13. Do you usually feel uneasy
when you are around people
you dc not know? YES NO
14. Do youj usually get discouraged
when other people disagree with
you? 1 YES NO
15. Is it natural for you to feel
like crying or pitying yourself
whenever you get hurt? YES NO
Score Section 1 A...
SECTION 1 B
16. Are you usually considered
brave or courageous?
17. Do you feel that you are not
very good at handling money?
18. Do people seem to think that
you are dependable?
19. Do you feel that people often
treat you rather badly?
20. Are you often invited to mixed
social parties?
21. Do most of your friends and
classmates do nice things for
you?
22. Do your folks seem to think
that you are going to amount
to something?
23. Do people seem to think well
of your family's social stand
ing?
24. Do your friends seem to think
you have likeable traits?
25. Do members of the opposite
sex seem to like you?
26. Do people usually seem inter
ested in the things you are
doing?
27. Do your friends seem to think
that your ideas are usually
poor?
28. Do you feel that people recog
nize your social standing as
they should?
29. Are you usually given credit
for the good judgment you
show?
30. Are you considered a failure
















Score Section 1 B..
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SECTION 1 C
31. Do you have enough time for
play or recreation? YES NO
32. Do you have to do what other
people tell you to do most of
the time? YES NO
33. Do you work to earn part or
all of your spending money? YES NO
34. Do your folks give you a rea
sonable amount of spending
money? YES NO
35. Are you scolded for many lit
tle things that do not amount
to much? YES NO
36. Do you feel that you are given
enough liberty in doing what
you want to do? YES NO
37. Do you sometimes go out with
members of the opposite sex? YES NO
38. Are you allowed to say what
you believe about things? YES NO
39. Do your folks often try to stop
you from going around with
your friends? YES NO
40. Do your parents cause you
embarrassment when you asso
ciate with the opposite sex? YES NO
41. Do you feel that you are bossed
around too much by your
folks? YES NO
42. Are you usually allowed free
dom to attend the socials or
shows that you like? YES NO
43. Are you usually allowed to
bring your friends to your
home when you wish? YES NO
44. Are you encouraged to help
plan your future vocation or
career? YES NO
45. Are you free to go to interesting
places during your spare time? YES NO
Score Section 1 C
SECTION V D
46. Do you feel that you are an
important part of your school? YES NO
47. Do your teachers seem to want
you in their classes? YES NO
48. Do you feel that your relatives
are as attractive and successful
as those of your friends? YES NO
49. Do your friends and acquaint
ances seem to have a better
time at home than you do? YES NO
50 Do the people at home make
you feel that you are an impor
tant part of the family? YES NO
51. Are you regarded as being as
healthy and strong as most of
your friends and classmates? YES NO
52. Have you often wished that
you had different parents than
you have? YES NO
53. If you are a young man, are
you liked by the young women?
If you are a young woman, do
the young men like you? YES NO
54. Have you found it difficult to
make as many friends as you
wish? YES NO
55. Are you well enough liked at
home so that you feel happy
there? YES NO
56. Are you invited to groups in
which both young men and
women are present? YES NO
57. Do you have enough friends
to make you feel good? YES NO
58. Do you feel that you fit well
into the community in which
you live? YES NO
59. Do you feel that your class
mates are glad to have you as a
member of their school? YES NO
60. Do you feel that people usually
think well of you? YES NO




61. Are certain people so unreason
able: that you can't help but
hatf them? YES NO
62. Do you find it more pleasant
to think about desired suc
cesses than to work for them? YES NO
63. Do you find that many people
seem perfectly willing to take
advantage of you? YES
64. Do you have many problems
that cause you a great deal of
you find it hard to meet
you often feel lonesome




68. Do you think that most people





69. Do you find many people in-











and riore enjoyable life than
you d)? YES
74. Do you often feel that people
kind 6;r unfair to you that you
feel like crying? YES
NO
YES NO
YES NOpeople at social affairs?
66. Are your responsibilities and
problems often such that you




lurt your feelings? YES NO
sorry that you are
ually growing older? YES NO
iu find it difficult to over-
the feeling that you are
»r to others? YES NO
iu find it difficult to asso-
the opposite sex? YES NO
it seem to you that
er persons have an easier
NO
: appreciate you or treat
they should? YES NO
eople frequently so un-
NO
Score Section 1 E....
SECTION 1 F
76. Are you likely to stutter when
you get worried or excited? YES NO
77. Do your muscles twitch some
of the time? YES NO
78. Do you have the habit of bit
ing your fingernails often? YES NO
79. Do you sometimes have night
mares? YES NO
80. Do you sometimes walk or talk
in your sleep? YES NO
81. Do you suffer often from an
noying eyestrain? YES NO
82. Is it hard for you to sit still? YES NO
83. Are you more restless than
most people? YES NO
84. Are you inclined to drum rest
lessly with your fingers on
tables, desks, and chairs? YES NO
85. Do people frequently speak so
indistinctly that you have to
ask them to repeat their ques
tions? YES NO
86. Do you frequently find that
you read several sentences
without realizing what they are
about? YES NO
87. Do you find that you are tired
a great deal of the time? YES NO
88. Do you often have considerable
difficulty in going to sleep? YES NO
89. Do you have frequent head
aches for which there seems to
be no cause? YES NO
90. Are you bothered by periodic
dizzy spells? YES NO
Score Section 1 F
SECTION 2 A
91. Is it right to create a scene
in order to get your own way? YES NO
92. Is it all right to avoid responsi
bility or work if you are not
required to do it? YES NO
93. Is it necessary to be especially
friendly to new students? YES NO
94. If they look funny enough, is
it all right to laugh at people
who are in trouble? YES NO
95. Should students follow their
parents' instructions even
though their friends advise dif
ferently? YES NO
96. Is it always necessary to ex
press appreciation for help or
favors? YES NO
97. Does finding an article give a
person the right to keep or sell
h?
98. Is it all right to ignore teachers'




99. If you need something badly
enough and cannot buy it, are
there times when it is all right
to take it? YES NO
100. Is it all right to cheat in a
game when you will not get
caught? YES NO
101. Do rich people deserve better
treatment than poor ones? YES NO
102. Should a person be courteous
to disagreeable people? YES NO
103. Are the beliefs of some people
so absurd that it is all right to
make fun of them? YES NO
104. Do older or elderly people de
serve any special help not given
others? YES NO
105. Is it necessary to obey "No
Trespassing" signs? YES NO
Score Section 2. A
SECTION 2 B
106. Do you often introduce people
to each other? YES NO
107. Is it hard for you to lead in
enlivening a dull party? YES NO
108. Is it easy for you to talk with
people as soon as you meet
them? YES NO
109. Is it difficult for you to com
pliment people when they do
something well? YES NO
110. Do you often assist in planning
parties? YES NO
111. Do you usually remember the
names of people you meet? YES NO
112. Do you keep from letting peo
ple know when they irritate
you? YES NO
113. Do you frequently find it nec
essary* to interrupt a conver
sation? YES NO
114. Do you find that it causes you
trouble when you help others? YES NO
115. Do you attempt new games at
parties even when you haven't
played them before? YES NO
116. Do you have many friends
rather than just a few? YES NO
117. Do you find that members of
the opposite sex appear at ease
when chatting with you? YES NO
118. Do you like to have parties at
your home? yES NO
119. Do you find it hard to help
others have a good time at
parties? YES NO
120. Do you find that many people
are easily offended by you? YES NO
Score Section 2 B.
121. Are
SECTION 2 C
you justified in taking
thinjjs that are denied you by
unreasonable people?
122. Do you have to stand up for
your rights?
123. Are you often forced to show
some temper in order to get
what is coming to you?
124. Do you often have to make
your classmates do things that
they don't want to do?
125. Are people often so stubborn
that you have to call them bad
names?
126. Do you find it easy to get out
of troubles by telling "white
fibs"}
127. Do you sometimes think that it
serves the school right if you
break a few of their things?
128. Do you have to talk about
yourself and your abilities in
order to get recognition?
129. Are things frequently so bad
at school that you just naturally
stay away?
130. Are teachers and other people
often so unfair that you do not
obey them?
131. Do you often have to fight or
quarrsl in order to get your
rights?
132. Are people often so thought
less cf you that you have a
right 1:0 be spiteful to them?
133. Do little "kids" often get in
your way so that you have to
push or frighten them?



















always bothering you so
things been so bad at
that you have had to run
Score Section 2 C.
YES NO
SECTION 2 D
136. Are you troubled because your
parents are not congenial? YES NO
137. Do the members of your family
frequently have good times to
gether? YES NO
138. Do your folks seem to believe
that you are not thoughtful of
them? YES NO
139. Are there things about one or
both of your folks that annoy
you? YES NO
140. Are things difficult for you
because your folks are usually
short of money?
141. Are you troubled because your
folks differ from you regarding
the things you like?
142. Do your folks appear to doubt
whether you will be successful?
143. Does someone at your home
quarrel with you too much of
the time?
144. Do you like your parents about
equally?
145. Do the members of your family
seem to criticize you a lot?
146. Do you usually like to be some
where else than at home?
147. Do you avoid inviting others
to your home because it is not
as nice as theirs? YES NO
148. Do some of those at home seem
to think they are better than
you? YES NO
149. Are your folks reasonable to
you when they demand obedi
ence? YES NO
150. Do you sometimes feel like



















151. Are some of your subjects so
difficult that you may be in
danger of failing? YES NO
152. Do you find that you can con
fide in at least one of your
teachers? YES NO
153. Would you like to be chosen
more often to take part in
games and other activities? YES NO
154. If it were right would you stay
away from school as often as
possible? YES NO
155. Would you and your class
mates like school better if
teachers were not so strict? YES NO
156. Would you be happier if your
classmates liked you better? YES NO
157. Does it seem to you that many
of your teachers are nervous? YES NO
158. Do many of the teachers seem
to be unfair or unreasonable
to their students? YES NO
159. Do you like to go to school af
fairs with members of the op
posite sex? YES NO
160. Do you find that classmates of
the opposite sex are as nice as
those of your own sex? YES NO
161. Do you enjoy being alone
more than being with your
classmates? YES NO
162. Are your classmates usually
friendly to you? YES NO
163. Do your classmates seem to
approve of the way you treat
them? YES NO
164. Are many of your classmates
so unkind or unfriendly that
you avoid them? YES NO
165. Does your school discourage
young men and women from
enjoying each other's company? YES NO
Score Section 2 E..
SECTION 2 F
166. Do you dislike to take responsi
bility for the welfare or safety
of children or old persons? YES NO
167. Do you like to take care of
your own or some neighbor's
pets? YES NO
168. Are there any attractive mem
bers of the opposite sex in your
neighborhood? YES NO
169. Do you know people who are
so annoying that you would
like to molest them? YES NO
170. Do you often play games with
friends in your neighborhood? YES NO
171. Does it make you happy to
know that your neighbors are
getting along well? YES NO
172. Are there people of certain
races that one should not be
expected to tolerate?
173. Do you live in a rather un
interesting neighborhood?
174. Are the police officers of such
a character that you would
like to help them?
175. Do you visit with several
young men and women in your
neighborhood? YES NO
176. Do you sometimes go to neigh
borhood affairs with members
of the opposite sex? YES NO
177. Do you ever do anything to
improve the appearance of
your home surroundings? YES NO
178. Are many of your neighbors
the kind of people you dislike? YES NO
179. Do you usually speak to both
young men and young women
in your neighborhood? YES NO
180. Are most of the people in your
community the kind you re







Score Section 2 F
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OTIS QUICK-SCORING MENTAL ABILITY TESTS
By Akthue S. Otis, Ph.D. Gamma
Formerly Development Specialist with Advisory Board, General Staff, United States War Department \
GAMMA TEST: FORM Am -HLM
IQ For Senior High Schools and Colleges Score.
Read this page. Do what it tells you to do.
Do not open this booklet, or turn it over, until you are told to do so.
Fill these blanks, giving your name, age, birthday, etc. Write plainly.
Namf • Age last birthday years
First name, initial, and last name
Birthday Teacher Date 19
Month Day '
Grade School City
This is a test to see how well you can think. It contains questions of different kinds. Here are three
samp e questions. Five answers are given under each question. Read each question and decide which
of the five answers below it is the right answer.





® glass © stone © cotton ® iron © ice 1! |j |
right answer, of course, is cotton; so the word cotton is underlined. And the
otton is No. 3; so a heavy mark has been put in the space under the 3 at the
This is the way you are to answer the questions,




under it and then put a heavy mark in the space under the right number.
Sampli: b: A robin is a kind of — e 7 8 9 10
© plant © bird © worm © fish @ flower j| jj 1! ij jj
The answer is bird; so you should have drawn a line under the word bird, and bird is
No. 7 ;| so you should have put a heavy mark in the space under the 7. Try this one:
Sample^ c: Which one of the five numbers below is larger than 55? n 12 13 u is
©63 @48 @ 29 @67 @ 16 II II II H H
The answer, of course, is 57; so you should have drawn a line utider 57, and that
.4; so you should have put a heavy mark in the space under the 14.
:est contains 80 questions. You are not (expected to be able to answer all of them, but do the best
. You will be allowed half an hour after the examiner tells you to begin. Try to get as many
possible. Be careful not to go so fast that you make mistakes. Do not spend too much time






Lay yoijir pencil down.
Do not turn this booklet until you are told to begin.
Published by World Book Company, Yenkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois
Copyright 1937 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved
PBINIED IN U.S.A. GAMMA:AM-32
This test is copyrighted. The reproduction of any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other
way, whether the reproductions are sold or are furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright law.
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ANSWER SHEET
Otis Quick-Scoring: Gamma: An
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31 32 33 34 35
67 ii ii ii ii ii
36 37 38 39 40
68 ij ii jj ji ij
41 42 43 44 45
69 || |i II || II
46 47 48 49 50
eo ii ii ii ii ii
61 62 63 64
6i ii Ii I! ii
66 57 68 69 60
62 i| II II . ii ji
61 62 63 64 65
63 ii ■ ;
26 27 28 29 30
22 jj ii jj ii jj
31 32 33 34 35
23 jj ii ij il ii
36 37 38 39 40
24 ij il ii ii ii
41 42 43
25 ii ii ii
46 47 48 49 50
26 i= ■ ii ij ii jj
61 62 63 64 65
27 || || II II ||
66 67 68 69 60
28 ji ji ii ii ij
61 62 63 64 66
29 jj ij ii ji ij
66 67 68 69 70
30 ii ii jj jj jj
71 72 73 74 75
31 jj ji jj jj jj
76 77 78 79 80
32 Ii ii ii ii ii
2 3 4
7 8 9 10
12 13 14
17 18 19 20
22 23






















32 33 34 35
37 38 39 40




































1 S 3 4 6
6 7 8 9 10
2 j| II ji ii jj
11 12 13 14 16
, ii ii ii ii ii
d •; ■• ;• •• ■•























31 32 33 34
7 ii ii ii ii
7 •• •• •• ::
35
36 37 38 30 '
8 II i| ii II
41 42 43 44 45
° ii ii ii ii ii
46 47 48 49 50
io jj ii jj ij ji
51 62 63 64 65
u ■ ii ii ii ii ii
66 57 58 69 60
12 || || j| || ||
61 62 63 64 66
13 ij ji ji ji ij
66 67 68 69 70
14 ii ii ii ii il
71 72 73 74 75
15 II jj ii. ii ii
76 77 78 79 80
16 II II || II II
12 3 4 6
17 ij ji ji ii ij
6 7 8 9 10
is II II il II II
11 12 13 14
19 ii il II ii
16 17 18 ' 19 20
20 i| II II 11 II
21 22 23 24 25
:: :: :: :: ::
is ii ii ii ii







OTIS QUICK-SCORING MENTAL ABILITY TESTS
KEY FOR GAMMA TEST: FORMS AM, BM, EM, and FM
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QUICK-SCORING MENTAL ABILITY TESTS
\ RECORD FOR BETA TEST: FORMS Cm, Dm, Em, & Fm










Note. See under "Reporting to the Author" in the Manual of Directions, regarding a
IQ
Add'ldata(?)
{Continued on reverse side)
request for data. "
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